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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION.

Til* design o? this little work is to provide for mission-

aries, and for others who, like them, have little leisure for

original research, an accurate summary of the doctrines

of the Vedinta. If the people of India can be said to

have now any system of religion at all, apart from mere

caste observances, it is to be found in the Vedinta philo-

aophy, the leading tenets of which are known to some

extent in every village. The subject is therefore one

of great importance, and the Vediniaaira ia generally

acknowledged to be the most satisfactory summary of

the modern phases of it.

In the notes, I have endeavoured to furnish a full

explanation of every difficulty, and of each point needing

elucidation, and in so doing have drawn largely from the

writings of well-known Oriental scholars. The text of

the Ved&nta$irm which I have used is thmt published in

Calcutta in 1875 by Pandit Jlvinanda VidytsAgara, with

the Commentary of KpsubhasarasratL

The following is a list of the works and editions referred

to in the translation and notes. I am deeply indebted to

Dr. Banerjea's Dialogutt on the Hindu Philosophy, and to
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Dr. Fitzedward Hall's Rational Refutation of the Hindu

Philosophical Systems. These two nit. in mv judgment, the

most valuable works of their kind in the English language.

//.../oy.aonO* lUmdm PkOomyA, B-R..K « Banrrjrw. William.
* Norple. iMl.

NUakantha SUlrt tine*. TraeaUl-l by KHaedwaid Hall, DC.I*
Calcutta, ||to.

£«i,a By H. T. Ho .dale®. with S,*c.
by Ww» Cow.ll TrtU*« * <V. 187 J.

X*4 PUImphy ofikt By 1'nSm« A. R.OM(k
Rm*» (nr 1*78.
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torn* B**, of It. Boa »«—> by F Hu M«IW*. vol. L. VimnUmds.
Oanmfam I'r—. l8;»

Pwfc-or II II. W.r.v. ir-*u. .u _
(•) Kmy on »< tA.yUn ./ (A. J/US-. , t Rditod bj Dr H.

lb«C Ti'.U-r A Cw, 186J.

(*>) •* Stfukm Uferatav. j .ok. Cilud by Dr. KoM.
T>«b»r*CU. .V-4-fcj

(c) ruknn Purl... 6 • <*. by Dr. PM*u4 lUU.
T-uR^r* Cu. i84»-7.\

Ths Ht*~> -/ /•*« Lootntnot. By P Wrbn. UanaklMi Iron,

Ih. -o.n-1Imu HU**. Trutn., * Ca, 187S
The /itdtOM AiOtyury. i(k l. ii. ami l». Barbay, |8ji. 1873, 1871
AU, n*.*H TWra. Urn Baird L-ctww for 1S77 By R. PUrt, D.D.

BiMb.00.1 a som, 1879.
•

Wwlu by R»«. R Sync* Hud, . FobtahH by William. 4 Kornta.
MtmtmsMmmAorn. .S6a
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(«) Mnntiil of Bnddtiom. yd H*io« iSfa
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Morn,. 1S74

Works by Dr. Bal uliu :—
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TLf IfAomx. by Prrfr-oc CowdL BiUMkm
Indie* Soria.. Calcutta .

1878.

TAa /T-for, 0/ P l'l.mptt By G. a. lewes a rola, 4lh adiliou.

Loa#mnna A Co, 1871.

/WW-tt. By Bhdratmrtknndjlmnyn. B«h.,. 1879.

fj-dr—W.- By jWUarUhiry*. BuUUmI m - Tht /W.t"
Baoan* I86S-6*.

ddAydfau A.bUyM. CaVotta, 1871.

d fiiUw. Edlud »l Ua»Uud by Dr. JUu;. a rala.

.N'dnJAvoprUia;,S«.n*/Ji*kr.. Ed.Ud by IW.t JiUmBnd. V.dyl^ar*

GalnMU.
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G. A. J.

Tiiomhoctb, .luTue 1SS1.
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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION.

TCX years have elapsed since the issue of the first

edition, and now there • a dnnaiid for a third. That

the work has. in some uicnaurr, answeroil in purpose,

several friends in India lave testified, und it has Uh»»

my endeavour now to mako it stdl more useful. To

tliis end the Sanskrit original has been carefully^ col-

lated with six good mannscrij*-. and. as the result, a

few milt mnslations, due to a corrupt text, have been

eliminated. Of the edition* of the Vddniardra now

extant, that in Dr. Baliilingk'a CAratoaaMw of 1877 i*

decidedly the most accurate; but even that seems sus-

ceptible of emendation in a few places, if tho MSS.

which l have used are to be idled ujk>u.

There weie also a few mistakes of another class, due

to the influence of ‘Ignorance with ita two powers.’

For the removal of these 1 am chiefly indebted to my

learned friend. Professor Cowell. The notes, too, have

been thoroughly revised, and in many cases enlarged

or rewritten. Nine rears’ study of the Upaaishads and

their literature lias thrown more light on this subject

also, and necessitated a modification of some views pre-
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viously held which had been derived chiefly from the

writings of others.

When issuing the first edition I made no allusion to

the number of Sadinanda's quotations, unverified in

Europe, which I had succeeded in tracing to their

source. Thu amount of time and labour involved in

this search can be estimated by those only who have

themselves been engaged in a similar task! Those

which I eventually found in Surcfvaras yauhlrmnyii -

tuldhi, a work which then existed in manuscript only

but ho* recently been edited by myaulf in tho Bombay

Sanskrit Scries, gave lite meat trouble; but I should

have been spared it if 1 nad then possessed a copy of

Rliu^lrtlia's Commentary, which, in at least two In-

stances, names lh.it inutile as tho source of the quota-

tion. For moat of the other non-Yedic references I

went from book to book till 1 found them. That from

the VdkymdkA was given me by Professor Cowell.

Throe passage* which bullied mo in 1881 1 have since

discovered in the I'anekadaM, but two or throe still

defy pursuit. It is possible tiial they may have been

taken from Surelvara’s voluminous Viritik* on tho

Hrihadd ranyakoMultkya, shortly to be published in the

Anandftfnuna Series, or from the VoTanUuhOui

During the last ten years, several translations of

Indian philosophical works have been published, and a

few origiuai treatise* on tlie same theme. It may bo of

use to students in India who are not Sanskritists. but

who wish to explore more fully the Vedantic section of
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this interesting field of study, to indicate a few of

those which would be helpful.

TV WCWly of tit By {V/r— A. O.ofh-- book full

o{ mi-ml It form ol Tittori Onimtat 5rr»o. l8$a

TV Sifni^uw.KymM TruuiUal by Profcaon Gnr«ll *iyl Gough.

TrUbaar’i Optrahii Sent* iSSi

n» /wW-rf (* UmU/iI VullaUr -«k>. TreuikU.1 » )*n by Ur.

A. v'rtus *n l pobtWtea u. n« /Wil U Broxiv. |wrk>Jiokl) for

IBJ. 1SS4,ud 1886.

TV lWJuM/*V.Af T.kMlkUd by U» MB. KfeoUr. and pablUhtd

la TV AWil t- l«»-Sj

JIM* (MAoUwy Ihodm 1W —ful btea by Mr.

IblmckMdra lk«. Hi.iM la OalratU.

A I'mlut mi*

«

r*» PkMttpkf. *0 kci.rr.-.u., ,.mpolri by Hoi-

Aalal 8artaoa N C FmJ. aaJ |aUM-l la Hmitm In 1M1
TV k-llud k»t lno.Uu.1 by PraW* Cell. and

pabl-h«d m *oL *»., part t. <4 tba /*-~T tf M. JtoyW 4«M»
AMkrty It bat l*rn npaiaWd la a •rjarai* fans.

TU VMMU S4/-M, «lUi tba 0»Bralary a/ ftankartotUryn. TrantlaUd

by Dr O. Tbibaot, and pahlab.d la U» .‘i-fW A«*a ./ I*/ A-t.

Being now, i fear, at the end of my oflicial career in

India, I would take this opportunity of stating, for the

encouragement of others, what an unfailing source of

pleasure and profit my Sanskrit studies have proved

during the last twenty-nine yean. Au old missionary

of the American Board of Foreign Missions, himself u

diligent student, advised me in 1862 to take up ‘the

'language of the gods,’ and I have had abundant cause

to bo thankful for his suggestion. There is no more

interesting country in the world than India, and a close

acquaintance with its people, their ways, and their lite-

rature, amply repays one. A young man, fond of

study, whose lot is cast in that pleasant land, can find

nothing more fascinating than the exploration of a
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corner of the boundless field for research which lies all

around him,—and one of its great charms is that there

is still so much new ground to be examined. The

beauties of the Sanskrit language alone afford sufficient

to satisfy a lover of linguistics for a lifetime
; and if he

can study it at the feet of an old .^istrt, he is in a more

favoured position than ilic majority of students in Europe.

And yet the number of Englishmen who make uso of the

splendid and unique opportunities thus afforded them for

the study of the put, or whu even make a persistent

effort to understand the India of to-day. is painfully

small. This may, in a measure, bo owing to overwork,

or to waut of encouragetnsiil from the Government,—

but Urn fact remains. An experience, however, of thirty-

four years has shown me that thoso like the country

and the people beet who have the wideet acquaintance

with thorn,—aud that lack of interest is generally dne

to lack of knowledge.

G. A. JACOB.

HAsrsnsD, A®* 1S91.
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vedAntasara.

INTKODl'CtORY STANZA.

To the S«lf, existent, intelligence, bliss, impartite,

beyond the rauge of speech and thought, the sub-

strate of all, I resort for the attainment of tho

desired thing.*

of tKa-.ppf.k**-.* •nl-IT"-



2 NOTES.

NOTES ON INTRODUCTORY STANZA.

“ All philosophy strives after unity. It is its aim, its

task, to reduce complexity to simplicity, the many to the

one.** 1 The Upanishads tell os that this was the aim of

Indian philosophers, and they not always Bi4hmans, in

very early times. In the Jfuudaht, for example, it is

related that the illustrious son of &unaka approached the

sage Angiras with due ceremony, and inquired of him what

that was which, being known, all things would be known.

Ho was told in reply that the wise regard the invisible,

intangible, unrelated, colourless ono, who has neither eyes

nor ears, neither hands nor feet, eternal, all-pervading,

•ubtilo and undecaying, as ths source of all things," This

is, of course, Brahma,1 too so-called Absolute of the Ve-

d&nta, the Self of the vene before us; and tho system

then evolved from the inner consciousness of those early

thinkers, but modified it would seem by $ankaiichArya,

and so stereotyped by his successors, continues to the

present day
;
and not only so, but whilst the other five

schools have well-nigh ceased to exert any appreciable

> MIWM TJUwW* p. 41&
* Thu wed » Motor, and nMM be with the maaciilina

Brahmi. a member e< the Hindu triad. It ia derirod from the root Br*K
•to (row or locrra-,

1 and - |<rhap. .U earlier* ngalfVaUoo «ar lA. rr,„n.

r«a» /ore* of maluri, regarded ** a apirttaal power, the power manifested

mort fully in re^etahle, animal. and human hie. bat nayrbm prerent,

though unarm."— Calcutta Smew, roL livi p. 14. Frufraror Max Mailer

tblnk. that -In (hccaing tU moto*, tb. aoe-at «*u» tried to upma
•omething that -houM be neither nv- Mr female. that dioald be. In fact.

»* far rumored frera weak himan nature u weak human language eonld

well expeeaa it
;
northing that •bmdd to highw than maacil'M or

feminine, not lower."—OMnt Laimm for 1878, p. 3IX.
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influence, this ** has overspread the whole land, overgrown

the whole Hindu mind and life." ‘

In this opening verse Brahma is described as

1. Existent (tat).

The Vedinta postulates three kinds of existence, which

it terms true (pdramdrtkika), practical (eydtaXdrika),

and apparent (pnUMdeHa). Brahma is the sole repre-

sentative of the firs:. The second includes livara, indivi-

dual souls, beaten, hell, and all phenomena. These are

said to be imagined by ignorance, and to have no more

true existence than things seen in a dream
;
but men

have practical dealings with them as if they truly existed,

so they are admitted to exist praotically or conventionally.

The third class comprise* such things as a mirage, nacre

mistaken for ailver, or a snake imagined in a rope, which

are the result of some defect, such as sbort-aight, &c., in

additiou to ignorance. Yet it is believed that •• when u

man on seeing nacre, takes it for silver, apparent silver is

really produced ! " All these then are, from certain stand-

point*, real cxistencca
;
but, to him who has true know,

ledge, the first alone is reaL* This theory of existence*

is intended to explain away the finite and establish the

infinite
;
but it cannot be admitted to have been successful

The existence of an invisible Being, entirely out of rela-

tion to the world, and devoid of apprehension, will, acti-

vity, and all other qualities, cannot possibly be established.

2. Intelligence (cAil).

This is the most common synonym of Brahma, but It

is also spoken of—as, for example, in the Taittxriya Upan-

uftad—is ‘cognition’ or * knowledge ’ {jndna). It must,

> AMi Tkneit TX*rit$. j. J*l.
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however, bo clearly understood that It is not a cogniirr or

intelligent. In commenting on the passage of the Upani-

shad just referred to, dankarlcblrya say* :
—

" Knowledge

is here an abstract, indicating cognition, not the cognitive

subject, being predicated of the ultimate along with truth

and infinity. Truth and infinity would be incompatible

with it did it imply a subject of cognition. If Iho pure

idea were susceptible of modifications, how could it bo

pure and infinite? Thai is infinite uhich cannot bo

demarcated in any direction. If it were a knowing

subject, it would be limited by it* objects and its cogni-

tions. . . . The knowledge of the absolute.spirit, like the

light of the sun, or like the beat in fire, is nought else

than the absolute essence itself." 1

In the JftfffcUja UpaniikaA (ver. 7), too, Brahma is

said to bo "neither* internally nor externally cognitive,

neither conscious nor unconscious" This tenet is a neces-

sity. For if Brahma were conscious, there would b«

objects of consciousness, which would involve dualism

;

for "wherever there is consciousness there is relation,

and wherever there is relation there is dualism." * The

Uindu pantheist, therefore, allying himself with "a
soepticism which denies the validity of the primary

perceptions and fundamental laws of mind," 4 calmly

annihilates the phenomenal, and with it his own self-

consciousness, by calling it all illusory. It must be

understood that the only ground for supposing Brahma

to be ' intelligence,’ is, that, in the state of practical exist-

ence, cognition of an object can only be effected by

means of the internal organ, and that organ is declared to

• CafraOS Mm. »oL tart. p ip 1 /kid., p jp
* Ami rW«. p *l> * /kid., p 419.
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be itself unintelligent and to need an illuminator. The

self-lnminoua Brahma is that illuminator! "It is not

meant, however, that Brahma, by a voluntary exercise of

hia power, illumines that organ, for Brahma has no such

power. The idea intended is, that the internal organ,

simply
#
by reason of its proximity to Brahma, which

is unconscious, becomes illuminated, just as iron moves

when brought near the magnet" 1 ' Intelligence,* there-

fore, meant siTbply * self-1uminousneas,’ and its exist-

ence is surmised merely on the ground named above!

But the internal organ' is a portion of the pheno-

menal. and therefore illusory. So too must bo iU

illuminator. Brahma, therefore, as • intelligence,
1

is not

established.

3. Biisa (Asm*}
This has been characterised as “a bliss without the

fruition of happiness," and rightly sa For absorption

into Brahma is described sa a permanent state - resem-

bling precisely that of deep sleep,"—“a condition of

insensibility,”—in which the emancipated spirit is with-

out a body, mind, or cognition! Where is there sny

room in such a state for joy 1 " But what, in that case,”

says the author of the SdtMya-prarackana-lMsItya,

- becomes of the scripture which lays down that soul is

happiness? The answer is: ‘Because of there being

cessation of ssiwry, only in a loose acceptation does the

term happiness denote soul/ ... To move ambition in

the dull or ignorant, the emancipated state, which really

is stoppage of misery, Soul itself, is lauded to them by the

* AidW p* »«->&.
• In Snaikrit, It cau-U <* —»•*, IvUki. ik«Mr«

and <4 itta, and jH m !
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Veda as happiness.
-

1

Brahma, then, as joy, is wholly a

produce of the imagination.

4. ImpartUe (aihanja).

According to the commentator A'ptimJuuaruvaK, this

term means " devoid ot anything of a like kind or of a

different kind, and without internal variety." A tree, for

example, has the ‘ internal variety ' of leaves, flowers, and

fruit; it has things 'of a like kind,* in other trees—and

things 'of a different kind,* in stones, Ac.

1

But Brahma

is not so, It being absolute and unchangeable unity. It

is from the standpoint of true wiistence that It is regarded

us impartite and solitary; for, from that of practical

existence. It is appropriated to countless internal organs

and underlies all phenomena.

5 . Substrate of all (akkitddkdra ).

It is the substrate only in the way that nacre is of

apparent silver, or that a rope is of the snake imagined

in it; and, like the silver and the snake, the world is but

a nwartta or illusory effect. Its illusory-material cause is

Brahma, and ignorance ite material cause. Tho writers

of the older Upunisbads, the Vedintiate of the old

school, were undoubtedly pori>4fliard<fuu. or believers in

tho reality of the world of perception ; • and, with them,

Brahma waa not its substrate or illusory-material cause,

but the material from which it was evolved or developed,

as the web from a spider, as foam from water, or as curd

from milk .
4 The passage quoted above from the Mun-

1 Raticual A/Hafte*. FP JJ. U- Socnlo. toa. "twded it* •*•>>'« oj

pai* u ptaaurv. Vide Hiiicrj •/ Phlompiy. «ol i. p. 186.

•
1L so.

> Pnrf—.r Goi«h reject* U.U *ir*. Vide bn PkuenpKy */lte

in Trlboer
1

. OrinUul Serin
• JtinOUmnm En,r . L 37J. J*
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daJca Upanishad seems clearly to teach this doctrine

when setting forth Brahma as the ahsolute unity, which

being known, all things are known
;
and the context adds

that "as a spider throws out and retracts [its web], as

herte spring up in the ground, and as hair is produced

on the living person, so is the universe derived from the

undecajlng one"(i. I, 7). It seems to be distinctly

taught, too, in the CkUmdogya Upanukad The sixth

book opens with * dialogue between a Brihman named
Arupi and his son Svetaketu, who, at twenty-four years

of age, has returned home, on the completion of a twelve

years' course of Vedio study. Seeing him full of conceit,

his father asks him whether he had sought from his teacher

that instruction by which the unheard becomes heard, tho

unthought thought, the unknown known. On the son’s con-

fessing that he had not sought it, the father says, - My dear,

as by one clod of clay all that is made of clay is known,

the difference being only a name, arising from speech, but

the truth being that all is clay ; and as, my dear, by ono

nugget of gold all that Is made of gold is known, tho

difference being only a name, arising from speech, but tho

truth being that all is gold ; and as, my dear, by one pair

of nail-scissors all that it made of iron is known, the

difference being only a name, arising from speech, but tho

truth being that all is iron—thus, my dear, is that instruc-

tion.** That is to say, Brahma being known as material

cause, all things are known. The son tben remarks that

his teacher could not haTe known this doctrine, and asks

his father to explain it further. The latter then goes on
to say, 'In the beginning, my dear, this was the exis-

tent, one only, without a second. Some say that in the

1 ./tlx Ea*, i. 9*.
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beginning, this wm the non-existent, one only, without a

second; and from the non-existent the existent arose.

But how could it be thus, my dear; how could the

existent arise from the non-existent t In the beginning,

my dear, this was indeed the existent, one only, without

a second." &»nkarich&rya says that • this ’ refers to ‘ the

universe' (jayat), and that *in the beginning** means

•before production' ( prdyulpatUb). The drift of the

passage then surely is that this world, fi reality. before

its evolution, existed potentially in Brahma, iu material

cuuse. It. in fact, “ proves thg reality of the cause from

the reality of the off,ct, and so declares the reality, not

the falionesa of alL“» In the same Upanishad (ui. 14,

I), we find the words, “All this is indocd Brahma, being

produced from, resolved into, and existing in It;" and

the opening words of the .Aiforvya UpanuXad are, “In

the beginning this was the self, one only;" and in both

cases, as before, ‘this* is said to refer to tho world of

perception, which is treated ae a reality.

In his valuablo essay on the VedAnta, Colebrooke

shows, by ample quotations, that this view of tho world's

reality and of Brahma's material causalivity, was pro-

pounded by the early Ved&mic teacher*, including San-

karaciiurya himself; and he considered the doctrine of

Mftyft, or the world’s unreality, to be “a graft of a later

growth," uncounteuanccd by the aphorisms of the VedlVutn

or by the gloas of £ankar&chirya. The learned editor of

the new edition of Colebrooke’s Kssnyt thinks this “ hardly

correct ” as regards Sankara, bnt adds, " There can hardly

be a question as to the fact that the original Veddnta of

the earlier l/paniskads and of the SUrtu did not recog-

1 Jfk-inu rft+ji'ym. tamialcd by Cawdl. p 4?.
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nise the doctrine of Mdyd. The earliest school seems to

have held Brahma to be the material cause of the world

in a grosser sense." As regards $ankar&ch&rya. the fact is

that different portions of his comments on the aphorisms

aru mutually conflicting. For example, in one place ho

ridicules the idea of an infinite series of works and worlds

subsisting in the relation of cause aud effect, and then,

elsewhere, distinctly advocates it. Again, when opposing

the idealism ofnhe ftuddhisu, be strongly maintains the

rtahty of objects of perception, rebutting the objections

advanced against it, and supports the tenet of the mate-

rial enusalivity of Brahma
;
whilst on another occasion he

accepts the theory of A/dyd.
1

6.
1 Br^nd tfu ramr of ,p*«k or tirngkC

Tho following are some of the Vedio testa on this

point

"

From which words turn hack, together with the

mind, not mocking It " (TaiUirlya, iL 9). ** The eye goes

not thither, nor speech, nor iniud" (A'oio, i. $). " Unthink-

able. unspeakable" (Mdtfili,*, 7).

The Vedftntist creed, as held since the time of &anknrA-

chiryo, ».c, during the lost thousand years, may. then, bo

thus summed up:—" Brahma, alone—a spirit; essentially

existent, intelligence and joy
;
void of all qualities and of

all acts; in whom there is no consciousness such as is

denoted by ‘I/ ‘thou,’ and 'it;' who apprehends no per-

son or thing, nor is apprehended of any
;
who is neither

parviacient nor omniscient
;
neither parvipotent nor omni-

potent ;
who has neither beginning nor end

;
immutable

and indefectible—is the true entity. All besides himself.

> Dial.**" cm UiUm PU-rtcyi,. I* in* 113. a»J ch.p. »ii. and »HL

In tb* Sri,**i<XlaraUif*»i, and m aba Ijamcbad. cI a cnatpaiativdy
lata dat*, ft taint, bar. tba doctnn- <4 Ulyi laUy dmiapad.
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the entire onirenf, is fake, that is to say. is nothing

whatsoever. Neither has it ever existed, nor does it now
exist, nor will it exist at any time future." ‘

It U very interesting to note the likeness between
Brahma thus portrayed and the ‘Being’ of Parmenides,

who was the contemporary of Buddha and Confucius.

“Being, he argued, is absolutely one. It is’ not an
abstract unity, but the only reality. It is so that it alone

is. Being, he further affirmed, is continuous and indi-

visible; it is everywhere like to itself, and everywhere

alike present. Were there pa«s in being, there would be

plurality, and being would not be one—that is, would not

be being. There can be no differences or distinctions in

being; for what is different and distinct from being must
be not-being, and not-being is not . . . Being, ho likewiso

held, is identical with thought It oould not otherwise be

absolutely one. Thought, he said, is tho same thing as

being. Thought must be being; for being exists, and
non-being is nothing." “His not-being did not iu«in

non-existence, but all that sense and ordinary thought

apprehend as eiistence; it included earth, air, ocean, and

the minds of men."* Thu ‘being* is exactly tho sat,

rhit, and akXavia of the Vedinta, whilst the idea of ‘ not-

being * coincide* entirely with its vydrahdriki or prdtMd-
sikixxtUL

' ifclionrf p IJ&
* Jan'TAriWM TKroxn, p J5> a >k. Leww' fl*r, ofPkil^phv.

t 56.
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L

Havixo salu toil my preceptor, who, from his having

got rid of the notion of duality, ia significantly

named Advay&nauda, I will now propound the

esaenco of the Ved&uUk, according to my conception

of it

The Vedknta doctrine ia based upon the Upn-

nishads, and is likewise supported by the Sdiirala

rutras and other works.1

• SmA - lb. Cte****! uiu. a*
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NOTES ON SECTION L

I. Veddnta.

This "literally signifies 'conclusion of the Veda,’ and

bears reference to the L'panishad/, which are, for the most

part, terminating sections of the Vedas to which they

belong. It implies, however, tkt dodrxiu derived from

them, and extends to books of sacred authority, in which

that doctrine is thence deduced; and. in this large accepta-

tion, it U the end and scope of the Vedas/’

»

3. &driraka ttUrtu.

Tli is is a collection of aphorisms composed by B&dari-

yapn. and forms one of the six Darianas or 8ystems of

Philosophy. The word ^drtmia is aaid to bo derived from

the noun tariraka, which the commentator calls a con-

temptuous (
kulsila) form of iarira, 'body,* and means

' embodied ’ (soul). Sankarfieblrya'i interpretation of

these aphorisms and of the Upanishads, ia the real

authority for the tenets of the Jd—itmHimt.

Though this particul .r Vedlntk school has probably

the largest number of adherents, still there are others,

with a respectable following, which interpret the Upani-

shads differently. There is, for instance, RAmftnuja’s

System, current chiefly in Southern India, and called

VudihlddmUa. It maintains the reality of the world and

the separate existence of human and animal souls
;
both

of which are denied by &afikara. There is also the Dvai-

taxlda of Madhva or Anandatir.ha, which elaborates more

fully some of the views propounded by BAmiuuja
;
and

* CoMraks's E—y, L 351.
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likewise the sensuous system of Vallabhichirya which is

styled &vddhMxaita. A concise summary of the special

characteristics of these VedAntic schools is given by Dr.

R G. Bhinijirkar in bis Report on the search for Sanskrit

MSS. in the Bombay Presidency during the year 1883-84,

and a fuller account in Wilson’s Kuayt on (he Religion 0/

the Hinaue.

Prior to the rise of Baddhism, dogma and ritual held

undisputed sway The followers of that heresy, however,

presumed to appeal to reason, and their system was at

once stigmatised as * the »lienee of reason
'
(hetuMstra),

which was then synonymous with heresy. This was

perhaps the first systematic depaiUre from tbs Mantras

and lirdhmanas
;
but the BrAhmans were soon compelled

to follow suit, and to them we owe the six eo-callod ortho-

dox schools of Indian philosophy. 1 say 1 so-called,' for

the teaching of the Systems u no less a departure from

tho old religion than Buddhism is; but they profess

reepcct for the Vedas, whilst the Buddhists openly repu-

diate them. The following remarka by a native scholar

will be of interest here .

—

• In justice to tho founders of our schools, we must

confess that the opinions which they embodied in their

systems had probably long been floating in tho popular

mind. The Buddhist defection had no doubt produced a

spirit of scepticism from which the authors of the Sfltras

were not wholly free. And they, perhaps, laboured to

give such a shape to those sceptical opinions as might be

consistent with tha supremacy of the BrAhmanical order.

Two things, they thought, were necessary for the mainten-

ance of that supremacy—the toleration of the Vedas and

the substitution of metaphysical speculations for the too
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frequent performance of the Vedic ritual. Without the

tint, the foundation of Brlhmanical supremacy would be

cut away. Without the second, the Br&hmanical mind

would be doomed to a state of perpetual imbecility, familiar

only with ceremonial observances, and utterly unable to

meet the challenges put forth by sceptical heretics in the

arena of controveny. Not that there was much 'essential

difference in point of doctrine between the heretical and

some of the orthodox schools. If Kapil* oould assert tho

null-existence of a Supreme Being, and if Kap&da could

attribute the primal action rJ eternal atoms to adriitifa,

I cannot see how there could be a marked difference of

opinion between them and the heretic*.
-

1

The Bhagavad-Glti is accounted most orthodox, but

this is what it says of the Vedas (ii. 42-46;:—" A flowery

doctrine, promising the reward of works performod in this

embodied state, presenting numerous ceremonies, with a

viow to future gratification and glory, is prescribod by

unlearned men. devoted to the injunctions of the Veda,

assmtors of its exclusive importance, lovers of enjoyment,

and seekers after paradise. The restless minds of the

men who, through this flowery doctrine have become

bereft of wisdom and are ardent in the pursuit of future

gratification and glory, are not applied to contemplation.

The Vedas have for their objects the three qualities
;
but

be thou, Arjuna, free from these three qualities. ... As

great as is the use of a well which is surrounded on all

sides by overflowing waters, so great [and no greater] is

the nse of the Vedas to a Brihman endowed with true

» DUIej'u, a. Hindu FkUcncjdh h 73. Tor forth« oi th»
intereitiag qantKa, *e* WOico i Imn/ « lit Rdtjio* of tit I/indtu, ii.

85-87.
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knowledge.” ' King Afoka gave the death-blow to animal

sacrifices in the third century before Christ, as Tarious

rock and pillar inscriptions bear witness
;
but the demoli-

tion of the rest of the fabric was effected by the orthodox

philosophers, who regarded it as “ inferior science
!"

3- Tu Upaniikads.

These 'are speculative tracts, of varying length, ap-

pended to the four Vedas. Max Muller describes them

as
- guesses at Ruth, frequently contradicting each other,

yet all tending in one direction
;

” and adds that the key-

note of the older ones >s * k-ow thy Self '—that is, " know
thy true Self, that which underlies thine Kgo, and find it

and know it in the highest, the Eternal Self, the Ono

without a Second, which underlies the whole world,"*

This is true or the best of the Upeniahads. namely, of

thoae on which commentaries hare been written by San-

ksrkcliArya; but whan we remember that ths Self which

they profess to reveal is nothing more than tho uncon-

scious. unintelligent, and impersonal Thing deecribed

above, there would seem to be very little of the sublime

in their teaching. Many of the shorter ones are purely

sectarian, and were evidently put forth by followers of

RArna, Kfishpa. Siva. Oapa|»ti. and other deities. One

of them, the K&itynirudra, sings the praises of the frt-

punifra ,—whilst another lauds the yellow earth called

Qoptt/ia ruiaaa. Professor Cowell justly remarks that

they have no system or method, and that there rums

through them an unmistakable spirit of Pantheism, often

in its most offensive form * Yet, strange to say, the great

reformer RAmmohan Roy saw in them nothing but month

.Wnl Tati, iii XJ. * UMlH Llttrrtl I* 1878. P 5 * 7 -

• UUUry 1/ /W-, p. aSx.
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theism, and, in the impersonal Brahma, a personal God.

This is evident from his essays and translations published

iu England in 1832.

How many of these tracts there are it is difficult to say.

The Muknlcd UjAHukad gives a list of 108, ten of which

it assigns to the Rigvcda. nineteen to the Vfijnsaneyi-

Saihluta, thirty-two to the Taittirlya-SarhhiUL, sixteen to

the SAmaveda, and thirty-one to the Atliarvaveda; but

this divisiou seems incorrect.

I)r. Burnell says that in Southern India the Upanishada

are always reckoned at 108, and he gives the total number

extant in the whole of India, as 17a 1 Profeasor Weber,

however, has counted as many as 235, but thinks it

possible that, in iom«> cases, the same Upanishad appears

under different name*.*

Thu number usually allotted to the Athnn-aveda is

fifty-two, sud they are generally arranged iu a particular

order in the lists. Professor Ulia«tfirkar thinks that

the arrangement is not arbitrary, but represent* some

fact of literary history. The list is given in his Iteport

on Sanskrit MSS. for the year 1883-84, but published

in 1888. It is also fouud in Colebrooke's MWeUanetms
Essaya. In the library of the Docean College at Poona,

there is a set of AtharviQa Uponishads, consisting of

fifty-nine. The additional ones ut—Gcpdlafdpanl (2),

AVuAno, VdnuJtra, Ilanumdn, Rdma, and Mrityuldnyala.

Another fragmentary set in the same library gives the

Atmaprabodha as No. 44, and the SretdAmtara as No.

45 - The Mahdndrdyana (34) takes the place of the two

styled Brihanndrdyatia in most lists.

1 Mian Amtifairy, rot 5
. p *6*.

* Hal •//»</«! LiUrmtxrr. p 155
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The word UpanisJiad is derived by native authors from

the root ihad,

'

to destroy
'
(preceded by the prepositions

vpa, ‘ near,' and »*.
4 down *). and is held to be that body

of teaching which destroys illusion and reveals the Ab-

solute. Professor Mas Muller, however, considers this

explanation to be “ wilfully perverse and derives it from

uul.
‘
to sit down/ • so tliat it would express the idea of

session, or assembly of pupils sitting down near their

teacher to listen to his instruction." *

* .WnJ BoU> </ a* %oL i. !». Uis.
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U.

As this tract has for its subject the VedAnta, and

the pnocognita* of that system pro.-e this also to

possess them, it is unnecessary to consider them

separately. [But lest any one should not have

read the large treatise, I may say that] tho prav

cognita in that system are—

I. Tho qualified person ((tdhihdriu).

II. The subject (visl.aya).

III. The relation (sambandha).

IV. The purpose (prayojana).

I.
4 The qualified person ' is the possessor of

right knowledge
; that is, one who, by reading tho

Vedas and VedAngas according to rule, either in this

life or in a former one, has obtained a general idea

of the meaning of the whole,—who, by performing

the constant and occasional rites, the penances, and

devotional exercises, and abstaining from things

> lUUatji* i>cJ>r< by -Born ~ Tb» origin*! i*
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done with desire of reward and from those forbidden,

has got rid of all sin and so thoroughly cleansed

his mind,—and who baa acquired the four means.

‘The things done with desire of reward’ (or

‘optional things,’ idrrya) are the Jyotisbtoma

sacrifice and other things of a similar kind, which

are the means of procuring heaven and other de-

sirable things.

The ‘ forbidden things (nuhxddJia) are the slay-

ing of a Br&hman and the like, which result in hell

and other uudcsirable things.

The ‘constant rites’ (uilya) are the SaudhyA

prayers and the like, which cause ruin if left un-

done.

Tho ‘occasional rites’ (naimiltika )
arc the

birth-sacrifice following the birth of a son, and

such like.

The ‘ penances
' (prdyaicftiUa) are the Chdndrd-

yana 1 and others, which are used for the removal

of siu.

The ‘devotiooal exercises’
(
updsana

)
are the

system of ditfilya and the like, consisting of

mental efforts directed towards Brahma with

qualities.

1 TW of my MS3. rad
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The principal object of the constant and occa-

sional rites and of the penances is the purification

of the intellect
;
that of the devotional exercises is

the concentration of the mind. As it is written in

the Veda, 1 “ Him, the Self. Br&hmao* seek to know

by the reading of the Veda and by sacrifice and

in the Smyiti,* " By religious acts he. destroys sin."

An incidental result of the constant and occa-

sional rites and of the devotional exercises is the

acquisition of the abode of the progenitors and

of the abode of Brahma ; as the Veda 1
says, " By

works, the abode of the progenitors
;
by knowledge,

the abode of the gods
”

The ' four means ’ (sddhana) are (a.) discrimina-

tion between eternal and non-cteroal substances,

(6.) indifference to the enjoyment of rewards here

aud hereafter, (c.) tbo possession of the six things

—quiescence, self-restraint, Ac., and
(<L

)

desire for

release.

(a.) ‘Discrimination between eternal and non-

eternal substances' is the discerning that Brahma

is the only eternal substance, and that everything

else is non-eternal.

(b.)
’ Indifference to the enjoyment of rewards

1 BrL' lut:ra ,r,ia. + 4. 3* » *«.«, til 104. ' BrOmd., I. 5. 16
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here or hereafter’ ia complete indifference to the

enjoyment of the things of this life, such aa gar-

lands, perfumes, and other objects of sense,—and of

thoae pertaining to the next world, such aa nectar

and other sensuous objects,—because, being the

result of works, they are non-eternal.

(c.) 'Quiescence, self-restraint, Ac.,' are quies-

cence, (‘elf-restraint, abstinence, endurance, contem-

plative concentration, afld faith.

' Quiescence ’
is the restraining of the mind from

objects of sense opposed to hearing, Ac.

'Self-restraint' is the turning away of the

external organs from objects opposed to that

hearing.

' Abstinence ’ is the continued abstaining of tho

external organs from sensuous objects opposed to

that bearing, after they have been turned away

from them; or it may be the abandonment of

prescribed acta in a legitimate manner [».«., by

becoming an ascetic}

'Endurance' is bearing the polarities of heat

and cold, Ac.

‘Contemplative concentration’ is the fixing of

the restrained mind on hearing and such like things

which ore helpful to it.
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•
Faith ’ is belief in the utterances of the spiritual

teacher, and of the Vediota.

(d.) ‘ Desire for release’ is the longing for eman-

cipation.

A man of this kind, the possessor of right know-

ledge, is 'a qualified person.' As the Veda' says,

"The tranquil, restrained man, Ac. ;? and as it is

said elsewhere,* “To the seeker of emancipation,

who is tranquil in rnindr who has subdued his

senses, whose sins are gone, who conforms to tho

teaching of the ^Astras and is virtuous, and who,

long and continuously, has followed a toucher, is

this to he taught.”

II. ' The subject

'

is the unity of souls and of

Brahma, os pure intelligence, a fact which can bo

demonstrated ; for this is the purport of all Vedintu

treatises.

III. * The relation
’

between that unity, the thing

to be proved, and the proof derived from the

Upanishads which set it forth, is that which is

characterised as the condition of 'the explainer and

thing to be explained.’

IV. ‘ The purpose' is the removal of the igno-

• BrikaJdnn yrntm. 4- * 2*>

» 3U. (TWa* MSS. of lb* text r*«d tatatam in th* lut

Um, ami Him of lb. CumUij-mMo. I bar. adeytrd lb. former.)
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ranee regarding the unity to be demonstrated, and

the acquisition of the joy which is the essence of

Brahma. As the Veda 1 says, "The knower of

Self passes beyond sorrow
;

" and again, 1 “ He who

knows Brahma becomes Brahma."

As a man with a hot head goes to the water,

so this qualified person, scorched by the fires of

mundane existence, with its births, deaths, and

other ills, takes a bundle of firewood in his hands

and approaches a spiritual teacher versed in the

Vedas and intent upon Brahma, and becomes his

follower. As it is said in the Veda, 1 " In order to

know It, he should go with fuel in his hands to a

teacher learned in the Vedas, and intent on Brahma."*

He, with great kindness, instructs him by tbo

method of illusory attribution (adhydropa), followed

by its withdrawal
(
apavdda ). As it is written in

the Veda,* "To him, on drawing nigh with truly

calmed mind and sense subdued, that learned ono

should so expound, in truth, the Brahma lore, that

he may know the true and undecaying Male.”

* (Mirndefy** 7. I. J.
« Jf-frt.. > X » • IKL. I. *. I*.

* In owniiieaUaK <• U* fortgaag pw. SookartcbSrj* J»y« on

th» BMd of * osl o»jo miU*try^.a Prokma/nAntn-

M kuryA," “R»o* tk-xsfc » raw. kr*. lh> .criptoc-, bo ohoakd

M .tUmpt to v^otr. tfce ksoorWIx* Braha* tnSrpfBdffl.Uy.’' Sw
•ao 1 1 j»7. m, *j ; us c low, 4-9-

J
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NOTES ON SECTION IL

1. Pratcgnita.

"With reference to the commencing of any scientific

work, according to Hindu opinion, four questions present

themselves (i) what qualifications are required to render

one competent to enter upon the study I—(2) what is the

subject-matter f—(3) what connection is there betwoen

the subject-matter and the book itself ?—and (4) what
inducement is there to enter upon the study at all f The
answer to each of these questions is called an awibandha
—a 'bond of connection’ or * cause ‘—because, unless a
man knows what a book is about, and whether he is com-
petent to understand it, and what good the knowledge will

do him, he cannot be expected to apply himself to the study

of the book, instead of employing himself otherwise." 1

This section is accordingly devoted to the elucidation of

these four points and of others springing from thorn.

2, But it also shows the compromise made by the

philosophers with the preexisting systems of ritual and
devotion. They retained them, but merely, they said, as

means of purifying the intellect for the reoeption of tho

higher truths, a process similar to the polishing of a tar-

nished mirror so as to fit it to reflect an image.
•' Whoever, therefore, hearing that the Vedintins believe

in Brahma without qualities, infers that they reject Vishnu,

Siva, and the rest of the pantheon, and that they discoun-

tenance idolatry and such things, and that they count the

* »< JWif for Jri; 1K7. p. *&.
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rurlnas and similar writings false, labours under gross

error." 1 In fact, it is laid down in PanekadaH, vi. 206-209,

that any kind of god or demigod, or anything in the

animal, vegetable, or mineral kingdom, may be properly

worshipped as a portion of tivara, and that such worship

will bring a reward proportioned to the dignity of the

object worshipped.

Worship is natural to man; and in making a com-

promise with the theologians the philosophers merely

acknowledged thia fact. Their system, however, like that

of Buddha, had no object of worship, or indeed anything " to

elicit and sustain a religious life so they were 00mpolled
M
to crave the help of polytheism, and to treat tho foulleet

orgies and the cruellest rites of idolatry as acts of reasonable

worship paid indirectly to the sole and supreme Being." •

It is laid dope, however, in PanekadaH, iv. 43-46. that

as soon as the knowledge of the truth is obtained, the

sacred writings themselves, as a portion of tho unreal

dualism, are to bs abandoned, just as a torch Is extin-

guished when one has no further need of it, or as the husk

is thrown away by one who merely wants the graiul

The dishonesty of Pantheism is thus dearly seen. For

“if it look upon the popular deities as mero fictions of

tho popular mind, its association with polytheism can

only mean a conscious alliance with falsehood, the de-

liberate propagation of lies. If, on the other hand, it

regard them as really manifestations of tho Absolute

Being, it must believe this ou the authority of revela-

tion or tradition,” * the whole of which the Vediotist

classes with unrealities

!

» AmLi-TUMic nwM p. 38-/

;**.*.»

a

* p. 195.
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3. ‘/a Out lift or in a former otu.'

It is this tenet of a succession of births that famishes

the raiton dttre of the systems of philosophy, as their

professed aim is to provide a way of deliverance from

them. The doctrine of metempsychoeis still prevails in

India, Ceylon, Rurmah, Tibet, Tartary, and China, and is

accepted, therefore, by the larger portion of the human

race. It would be a source of much satisfaction to us if

we could discover the time and plaee of )ta birth. It was

not held by the Aryan family or by the early Indian

settler*, for the Vedas recognise the continued existence

of the soul after death in some heavenly sphere, and con-

tain no distinct reference whatever to the fact of transmi-

gration.' Its first appearance in orthodox writings is in

the ChhAndogja and BrihadAraoyaka Upanishada, which

are believed by Profeaaor Weber to have been composed

at about the same period, the former in the weet of Hin-

dustan, tho Utter in the east. He, however, refers them

to a " comparatively recent date." and tella us that tho

doctrines promulgated in the latter by Y&jnavalkya are

“ completely Buddhistic." ' That being tho case, wc may
justly consider these two treatises to have been post-

Buddhistic
;
and there then remains no ancient orthodox

composition which can claim to have set forth the doctrine

of transmigration prior to the appearance of Buddha. It

is embodied, it is true, in Mann's Code of Laws, for which

a very high antiquity has been claimed
;
but there can bo

no reasonable doubt that the preseut redaction of it was

posterior to the rise of Buddhism, and some would even

bring it down to as late a time as the third century before

1 Witoon’. Imayc cm Snttril iMmturt, oi. 345.

• aator, of Imdiam 7 «. n *83.
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Christ. 1 Bat even if it be true that the doctrino was

first publicly taught by Buddha, it by no means follows

that he was the originator of it, and that it had not been

a matter of speculation long before bis time. As a matter

of fact, the theory of the transmigration of toul was

assuredly not hia, for he totally denied the existence of

touL What he taught was the transmigration of karma,

that is, of the aggregate of all a man’s actions in every

state of existence* in which be has lived.* Acceding to

him, a man is made up of five aggregates (.Sanskrit,

ikandha; Pili, khandha) of poperties or qualities, viz., I.

HApa, organised body, comprising twenty-eight divisions

;

a. Vtdand, sensation, oomprinng eighteen divisions; 3.

Saiijnd, perception, comprising six divisions ; 4. Sanukdra,

discrimination, comprising fifty-two divisions; and 5.

VijnJna, consciousness, comprising eighty-nine divisions.

At death, these five are broken up and dispersed, never to

be reunited. But, besides karma, there is another pro-

perty inherent in all sentient beings, named vpdddna, or

• cleaving to existing objects
;

’ and these two survive the

dispersion of the aggregates and produce a new being.

“ By updddna a new existence is produced, but the means

of its operation is controlled by the karma with which

it is connected. It would sometimes appear that vpdddna

is the efficient cause of reproduction, and that at other

times it is karma. But in all cases it is the karma that

appoints whether the being to be produced shall be an

insect in the sunbeam, a worm in the earth, a fish in the

‘ BpfcmMW. Hutory of /W«. 6th ed, by Co-.ll. p. U9 Tbo n*-t

protein data 4 tb. «W. cl BadJtu b 477 ac S« thi. po^t

in BAbrr* Lerlmrri. 1878, p. IU.
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aea, a fowl in the air. a heart in tlie forest, a man, a rest-

less d/ica or brakmux of the celestial world." 1

Such is the Buddhist notion of transmigration ; and it

would be more reasonable to suppose it to have been an

adaptation of the usual theory than to regard the latter

as modified from it

The other Asiatic countries named above obtained the

.doctrine, together with the real of Buddhism, from India,

and can therefore give us no help in dur search. Turn-

ing to Europe, we find the metempsychosis amongst the

philosophy of Pythagoras, who is supposed to htve been

bom some time between 604 snd 520 Be.* His life is

"shrouded in the dim magnificence of legends," amongst

which we should donbtlma das* the theory of his having

visited India. Still the similarity of much of his system

to that of Indian philosophers is very curious, and Cole-

hrooke thought that it was borrowed from them.

With regard, however, to the supposed Eastern origin

of much of that philosopher's teaching. Mr. George Henry
kjwee thus wrote :

“ Every dogma in it has been traced

to some prior philosophy. Not a vestige will remain to

be called tho property of the teacher himself if we restore

to the Jews, Indians, Egyptians, Chaldeans. Phmnicians,

nay, even Thracians, those various portions which he is

doclared to have borrowed from them. All this pretended

plagiarism we incline to think extremely improbable.

Pythagoras was a successor of Anaximander, and his

doctrines, in so far as we can gather their leading

tendency, were but a continuation of that abstract and

' / Bmddiitm. p «o*
1 Bol.lh* i. .ufv—1 to ha.r S.cd <ift.l, jfn. saJ «. peAsbt;

bore afoot 557 B.C. Ihid.
. p
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deductive philosophy of which Anaximander was the

originator." *

But this by no means exhausts the field for inquiry, for

Egypt is known to have held the theory of transmigration,

possibly before it was taught in Greece; but whether it

was introduced from without, or evolved from the inner

consciousness of the nation itself, we cannot determine.

We have to acknowledge ourselves completely baffled,

then, in our searth for the birthplaoe of this important

dogma
;
and whether it originated in the West or in the

East, or arose simultaneous!*; in both worlds, it is abso-

lutely impossible to say, and we must be content to

leave the question in the thick base which impenetrably

enshrouds it.

4- ' Heading Ik* Vtdm,' Ac.

The study of the Veda and the practioe of its ritual

being prerequisites to ths initiation into the higher

mysteries, the advantages offered by philosophy woto

beyond tho reach of the masses, and for them some-

thing simpler and more attnetivs was provided. But

the real object of the provision thus made, whether for

the learned or the ignorant, for the few or the many,

wax to put forth a counter-attraction to the system of

ikkya Muni.

When we think of the deliverance that had been

offered by Buddhism to the priest-ridden communities

of India, of the vast number of its adherents, and of

its great power which so effectually checked Br&hman

supremacy for centuries, it seems strange that it should

ever have succumbed, and haTe been driven beyond

the Himalayas. Yet so it was. Possibly its very success

• BiMory ft ihm/Af, Wife*. L tC.
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engendered indolence and inactivity on the part of those

who ought actively to have maintained and propagated

it; 1 or ita extreme simplicity and strict morality may
at length have proved irksome and rendered it un-

popular;' or the weakness necessarily inherent in a reli-

gion without a God to be lored and worshipped may

liave been at length manifested in it, and ao have opened

the way for the astute Biihmans, who were ever on the

watch for opportunities for recovering their long-lost

away. But be this as it may. the opportunity came,

and the means employed far eradicating the heresy were

twofold, namely, persecution and the introduction of a

sensuous and attractive worship.

The former is supposed to have been commenced as early

as the third century of our era, but to have been actively

and more successfully carried on during the fifth and sixth

centuries. The probability of the persecution of the latter

period is remarkably strengthened by the fact that Bud-

dhism received a fresh impulse in China in A.D. 519, was

introduced into the Corea in a.d. 530, into Japan in a.d.

540-550, and into Java during the sixth and aevonth oen-

turies, which witnessed the arrival of large numbers of

Hindu emigrants.' We have evidence of the fact of the

decline of Buddhism in those early ccnturiee from the

diary of tho Chinese pilgrim Hiouen Thsang, who came

to India iu the year 629 a.d. to study original Buddhist

works, and during his residence of fourteen or fifteen

years travelled over a great part of the country.

He found large numbers of flourishing monasteries,

1 Wilson's £m.> « iXt cfit* Bind«. H. 367.

• Water's Hutory of 1W*a Uurofr.. p 189 («*|.
* Wilm s Inayt on Ssuterf H'r.Urr, ill 19S.
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conspicuous amongst which was that of NAlanda (north-

east of GayA), which contained 10.000 resident monks,

tome of whom were “ visitors from all parts of India, who

had come to study the ahstruser Buddhist books under

its renowned teachers;* but, on the other hand, there

were vast numbers deserted and in ruins, whilst Hindu

templet abouuded and * heretics ' swarmed iu every city. 1

The struggle was renewed, at the end of the seventh

century, by the famous Mlin&Asaka, Kum&riln Bhalta,

who waa regarded as "an incarnation of Klitikeyo. the

object of whose descent was .the extirpation of the Sau-

gatas" (Buddhists), and ended in the complete expulsion

of the latter from the Peckan. The great controversialist

dallkara AchArya, too, who lived a century later, is sup-

posed by some to have used sterner weapons than tho

pen in demolishing heretics; but, on the other hand, his

mild character" and “uniformly gentle and tolerant"

disposition, as well as the absence from his writings of all

mention of the persecution of his opponents, have been

brought forward in disproof of the charga* Notwith-

standing the efforts of their enemies to uproot them, the

Buddhists were still found on the Coromandel Coast in

tho eighth and ninth centuries, and in GujarAt, and on

tho throne of Bengal in the twelfth century
;
but after

that they were heard of no more. In the fourteenth cen-

tury they were not found south of Kashmir, and by tho

sixteenth century they appear to have been rarely met

with even there.1

The attempt to suppress Buddhism by fire and sword

waa supplemented, however, by other measure?, in order

E1phin«U«M'i BUl^y c/JndU. 60> «J
,
bj Co««IL pp 28S-2*).

Eua,t on SonUrii Lilerotmrr, Hi 19I-I97. * IM., p. 225.
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to place reviving Br&hmanical supremacy on a firm basis.

These, somewhat after the fashion of Balaam’s tactics for

the seduction and ruin of Israel, consisted of the intro-

duction of an extremely sensuous and debasing form of

Kpshpa-worship, together with the cults of certain female

deities.1 “ The Brahmans saw, on regaining their supre-

macy after the fall of the rival school, that it Would be

impossible to enlist the popular sympathy in their favour

without some concessions to the Sftdris. They accord-

ingly pitched on the well-known, and perbape already

deified, character of Kfisli^, and set it up as an object of

universal worship. And in order to make it the more

fascinating to the popular mind, and to give that miud a

strong impulse in a direction the very opposite of Bud-

dhism, they invested their new god with those infirmities

of the flsab from which &kys Mum is said to have boen

somewhat unnaturally free. The rude mind of iho popu-

lace, devoid of education, is easUy led in the direction of

sensuality, and whereas Buddha bad observed rigid chas-

tity in the midst of several thousand damsels resident

in his own palace, Kfishpa was represented as tho very

antithesis of Buddha, deliberately going about to seek,

seduce, carry off, or procure by other means many thou-

sands of foinalee from different parts of the country. . . .

Whatever ideas, expressive of the divine majesty, thov

could themselves imagine, and whatever scutimcnts, bor-

rowed from other quarters, struck their fancies as suitable

for a popular system, they freely received in the construc-

tion of their new idol. And thus the very character

which had injured so many husbands and stained the

purity of so many households, wa3 otherwise described

W«Wt Hi*>ry «/ Liurotart. p. *8$ (*o».
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as the Lord of sacrifices, the greatest destroyer of bid,

and the deliverer of the world." 1 The success which

attended this scheme was very marked, and continues

nndiminiahed to this day.

The time of the introduction of Krishna- worship having,

however, formed a subject of debate amongst scholars, it

may bo well to dwell upon it further. It should be stated

at the outset that there is an important difference between

the mere deificatton of Krishna and his elevation to the

rank of supreme deity with the sensual wor.-hip con-

demned above. Reference* rp the first, that is. to his

apotheosis, have been found by 1‘rofeasor Bhlndirkar in

the Mah&bh&thya, which he assigns to the second con-

• K. M. H~~j~o m As H.mdm rUm^k,. p. S*o. I.
01id, I.. (, Kntoaa la to » of kWi m t»

•ttj^ fo* th. «ru. w u- -i.uj, um d u„
"•toed. ud It- uMkU.rt <4 r*hto.oee~. . ud to ..ill 66 to too

lUllr.r-f from all do ! The lltlf.ieU 1’ulM lo mid to he.e boon r*-

tokd hr u. 8*r. Aaka to Ktof Perth**. »W, eltor Iuto*mf to too

•eo.-jnl of KiUbna'. dobawohort—. mm! to he.o W^Blrad b»« il Woo
toot ho who booetoo tooeraeto “ too too nUbUtomewl of nrtuo" end too

n|*aut.4i uI »io», ood who woo "to. eipooader, ewtoor, and gaardlaa

too bulwark. of rghUmwm." woo (*111/ of onto oorropt pnelioe.. Hip
ropdr to t»U .asy pnpar qomtom wto to loitowo :-“Th. UHV» of

•irtoo end too daneg ecu which eio xlaremd to oopwh« tx.og.(W
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rtsbt . . . Since Monk an, awcoatoxled end art eo too; ploe», how on
thwo be any reatreint opoa him (Ike Sopmw I>nty) when bo hoe voiun-
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tury before Christ;* but the Utter, the Krishija-cuUus

proper, according to Weber, it not found before the fifth

or sixth century of our era;* and its best authority, the

Bb&gavata Purina (book x.), is ascribed by Colebrooke

and many learned Hindus “ to the twelfth century *

In the Gop&lal&penl Upanishad, too, we find Krishna,

"tho beloved of the gopUT set forth as the supreme deity;

but this work is justly supposed by Professor Weber to be

very modern,4 and Colebrooke regarded* its claim to an-

tiquity as “ particularly suspicious." Ilis remarks on this

whole question are worth? of attention. He says:—

•'Although the Bdmautpartya be inserted in all the

collections of Upaniahads which I have seen; and the

GopdJaldpaniya appear in some, yet I am inclined to

doubt their genuineness, and to suspect that they have

been written in times modern when compared with tho

remainder of the Vedas. This suspicion is chiefly grounded

on tho opinion that the sects which now worship Ilium

and Krishna aa incarnations of Vsshnu are comjwuativtdy

new. I have not found in any other part -of tho Vodas

the least trace of such a worship. . . . According to tho

notions which I entertain of the real history of the Hindu

religion, the worship of Rims and of Krishna by the

VaithnivoM, and that of Mahideva and Bhav&nt by

tho iZaivas and have been generally introduood

since the persecution of the Ba*dka» and Jainas. . . .

The overthrow of the sect of Buddha in India has not

effected the full revival of the religious system inculcated

in the Vedas. Most of whai is there taught is now obso-

lete, and, in its stead, new orders of religious devotees

' Wun A ii. 6a • IHi, p. *85.

• Imr,,. L 9* • UU~, ^ Udmn LiUrmlmte. p. 169.
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have been instituted, and new forms of religious cere-

monies have been established. Rituals founded on the

Purdnat and observances borrowed from a worse source,

the Tantras, have, in a great measure, antiquated the

institutions of the Vedas. In particular, the sacrificing

of animals before the idols of K&ll has superseded the

less sanguinary practice of the Yapi* ; and the adoration

of RAma and of Krishna has succeeded to that of the

elements and planets. If this opinion be well founded, it

follows that the Upanishads in question have probably

been composed in later times, since the introduction of

those sect* which hold RAma and Goplla in peculiar

veneration." 1

The date of that most important treatise the Bhagarad

Gill, in which Krishna is regarded aa the Supreme, has

not been determined. On account of remarkable resem-

blances in it to some of the ideas and expressions of the

Bible, Dr. I»rinsor, writing in 1869. asserted that it was

probably indebted to the latter for them. Ho was of

opinion that the Brlhmans borrowed Christian ideas from

the early Christian oommunitka in India and applied

them to Krishqs.* The existence of a Christian Church

in India in the first or second century, as maintained by

Dr. Lorinscr, baa not, however, been satisfactorily estab-

lished. According to Dr. Burnell, -the Manichwan

mission to India in the third century A.D. is the only

historical fact that we know of in relation to Christian

missions in India before we get as low as the sixth cen-

tury."* However this may be, tlie sudden appearance

on the Hindu horizon of Maiti, as distinguished from the

• Emmy. L 99-101.

• Indian A-t^nar,. n. aSj. • /W, I* I Si
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older iraddkd

}

is a fact the explanation of which it

almost impossible if a preTioua contact with Christianity

ia denied.

Dr. I*irinser’s position has been vehemently assailed by

Mr. KiUhinftth Telang of Bombay, but not, in my opinion,

with complete success. It has been disputed, too, by Pro-

fessor Windisch of Heidelberg, who, while admitting that

some surprising parallel passage* * have been adduced,

considers “ the immediate introduction of the Bible into

the explanation of the Bhagsvad Glt 4 " to be premature.*

Profeasor Weber regards Dr. Lorinser's attempt as “ over-

done,” but adds that “ he ia not in principle opposed to

the idea which that writer maintains.” » Indeed, this

eminent scholar has declared his own belief in the in-

debtedness of the Kp*hoi-cult to Christianity, as the

following quotation will show : (l.) The reciprocal action

and mutual influenco of gooalic and Indian conceptions

in the first centuries of the Christian era are evident,

however difficult it may be at present to say what in each

is peculiar to it or borrowed from the other. (2.) Thu

worship of Krishna aa sole god is one of the latest phases

of Indian religions systems, of which there is no trace

in Varfthamihira, who mentions Krishna, but only in

passing. (3.) This worship of Krishna as solo god has

no intelligible connection with his earlier position in the

Brahmanical legends. There is a gap between the two

which apparently nothing but the sopj>oeition of au

external influence can account for. (4) The legend in

the MaKdbharata of Svetadwjpa, and the revelation which

i3 made there to Narada by Bhagavat himself, shows that

* Cowll'i f. .U
* Indian l». f*.

' lUd.
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Indian tradition bore testimony to such an influence. (5.)

The legends of Krishna's birth, the solemn celebration of

hia birthday, in the honours of which his mother, Devaki,

participates, and finally his life as a herdsman, a phase

the furthest removed from the original representation,

can only be explained by the influence of Christian

legends, which, received one after the other by individual

Indians in Christian lands, were modified to suit their

own ways of thought, and may also have been affected by

the labours of individual Christian teachers down to the

latest times." 1

Tl*e Muluilii.irata, in which the Gill lies imbedded, is

the work of "widely distant periods;" and though some

portion of it is said to have existed in Patanjali's time *

that is, in the second century before Christ, its present re-

daction was probably not oomplete until "some oenturies

after the commencement of our era." • Chronology, there-

fore, furnishea no disproof of the theory advanced above

as to tho origin of Krishna-worship.

5. ‘ Tkt Jyoiuhftma taenfic*.’

This appears to have been a cycle of seven sacrifices, of

which one called Agnisli(oma was the first. Dr. Hsug
says that in many places the term Jyotishtoma is equi-

valent to Agnishpmu, which is the model of all Soma
sacrifices of one day’s duration. The ceremonies con-

nected with the Agnishtoua sacrifice lasted for five days,

but those of the first four days were merely introductory

to the crowning rites of the last day, on which the

squeezing, offering, and drinking of the Soma juice took

* ImdUm AUifry. 6. iSj. * /W., L 35a
* W.ber1

. /Tutor, of lmd*» LiUrfmrr. p. l8Si »d Muir’. 8mukril
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place at the morning, midday, and evening libation?.

The Soma ceremony is said to have been the holiest rite

in the whole Brahmanical service.1

6. ' Tkt slaying of a BrdAmam.'

There are numerous references in Manu’s code to the

awfulneas of this crime; and the consequences of even

a common assault on his sacred person are something

terrific. The following are examples >—
" That twice-born man who merely assaults a Brihman

with intent to hurt, wanders about in the hell called

Tdmisra for a hundred yea*s; whilst he who 'of malice

aforethought ' strikes him, even with a blade of grass, goes

through twenty-one different births of a low order" (Mann,

lv. 165, i66>

“A king should never slay a Brihman. though con-

victed of every crime under the sun; bo should expel

him from the country, unharmed, with all his property.

There ia no greater crime in the world than tlio slaughter

of a Brihman
;
a king, therefore, ahould not even contem-

plate it with his mind" (viii. 380, 381).

" The (unintentional) slayer of a Biihman should make
a hut for himself in the forest, sod dwell there for twelve

years for purification, living on alms, and having the head

of his victim set up as a banner" (xi 72).

"He who, with murderous intent, merely threatens a

Brihman with a stick goes to hell for a hundred years

;

whilst he who actually strikes him goos for a thousand

years ” (xi. 206).

7. ‘ The Sandkyd prayers."

" Let him daily, after rinsing his mouth, observe the two

1 Sr* Ukj i Aiurtf l 59-63. H. 24a
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Sandhyfia. repeating the Sivitrt in a pore place according

to role" ( J/anu. ii. 222).

Colebrooke says: - The doty of bathing in the morn-

ing and at noon, if the man be a householder, and in the

evening also, if he belong to an order of devotion, is

inculcated by pronouncing tbe strict observance of it no

less efficacious than a rigid penance in expiating sins,

especially the early t*th in the months of MAgha, Phil-

guna. and KAtfika; and the bath being |«riicularly

enjoined as a salutary ablution, he is permitted to bathe

in his own house, but withot* prayers, if the weather or

hia own infirmities prevent his going forth; or he may
abridge the ceremonies and use fewer prayers if a religious

duty or urgent business require his early attendance. The
regular bath contista of ablutions followed by worship and

by the inaudible recitation of the Giyatrl with the names

of the worlds." * The sacred Giyattl or SAvitrl is this:

* Tat savitur vortnyan Mo rye dmufadktmaki dh.yo yo aaft

praeAodaydt: which Colebrooke thus translates :
“ Let us

meditate on the adorable light of the dirine ruler (Savitpi)

;

may it guide our intellects."

8.
• Tkd ChdAdniyana:

This, to quote from Professor Monicr Williams’ Dic-

tionary, is " a religious observance or expiatory penance

regulated by the moon’s age. It consists in diminishing

the daily consumption of food every day by one mouthful

for the dark half of the month, beginning with fifteen at

the full moon until the quantity is reduced to tero at

tbe new moon, and then increasing it in like manner

during the fortnight of the moon’s increase.” This kind is

called by Mauu (xi. 216. Scholium), FipUikAmadhya,

'

tliat
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which I.as the middle thin like an ant' If, however,

the rite commences at the new moon, and goes from

zeio up to fifteen and then decreases again, it is called

Yavamadkya ,
* that which is thick in the middle like a

barley-corn’ (xL 217). There are two oilier varieties

called Yati and 6ifu. The former consists of eating eight

mouthfuls a day at midday and fasting daring the morning

and evening for a whole month ; the latter, of eating four

mouthfuls in the morning and four
(
in ttie evening every

day for a month. A fifth variety, which appears to have

no name, consists of eating 240 mouthfuls during the

mouth, to be divided into daily portions at the will of the

eater. Thus, as the Scholiast says, l.e may one day eat

ton mouthfuls, another five, another sixteen, and another

none at all, and so on (xi. 218-220).

9 1 Tk< lytum of SdnHxlf*' (AdnjilyarMyd).

This is probably the doctrine, ascribed to that sage,

which forma the 14th Chapter of the Third Hook of tho

Chhdnthyyt- Cpanithad. For a translation of it, eoo

Cough’s J’kUooopky of Uu Upanukadt (TrUbocr’s Oriental

Seriea), p. 62.

IO. ' Longingfor emancipation

The idea of sintti is not found in the first two divisions

of the Veda, but is fully and unmistakably developed in tho

SvetMvatara, the Nnsithhottaratapanl and other Upani-

shada. ' The Brihraaus had certainly been pondering it

for some time before the rise of Buddhism. It was pro-

bably they themselves who instilled it into the mind of

&lkya. It was perhaps their own aspiration after some-

thing better than the degrading pleasures of Indra’s

territories that first suggested the futility of rites and
ceremonies to the fertile imagination of the young prince



of Kspilavastu. But it *u the prince himself who

appears to have imparted a coherent shape to the doctrine,

which, in some of the pro-Buddhistic Upanishads, appears

in a chaotic state of disconnected fragments, not unfre-

quently by the side of the very contrary idea of sensuous

enjoyineuts. $4kya appears to have first separated the

two by contending that rites and oeremonies do not con-

tribute to oar highest good, and that it was ninnlna 1

alone which coulfi secure our final escape from the miseries

of sensuous life. In post-Buddhistic writings the notion

of emancipation which prrvpdes the philosophy of tho

Nyftya, the S&nkhya, and the Vedinta, appears in a con-

sistent form as distinct from that of heaven!? enjoyment.

Sxarya and apatmrfm are always contrasted.’ •

M.'Th* qwilifitd person."

The text shows that in order to qualify for initiation

into the osoterio doctrines, tbs aspirant bad to go through

a long preparatory course. It may be interesting to com-

pare with it that which the pupils of Pythagoras were

required to pose through before receiving instruction in

his wisdom. “ For five years the novice was condemned

to silence. Many relinquished the task in despair
;
they

were unworthy of the contemplation of pure wisdom.

Others, in whom the tendency to loquacity was observed

to be less, hsd the period commuted. Various humiliations

had to be endured; various experiments were made of

their powers of self-denial By these Pythagoras judged

whether they were worldly-minded, or whether they were

fit to be admitted into the sanctuary of science. Having

purged their souls of the baser particles by purifications, sac-

1 8m Ihia -jpUhxd Id CtiUm' P4!> [ntltnary, «... .ViUmi.
* PkU f̂kf.f. p 3- s<*d^o WiW. *«*, it nj.
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rifices, and initiations, they were admitted to the sanctuary,

where the higher part of the soul was purged by the

knowledge of truth, which consists in the knowledge of

immaterial and eternal things." 1

12.
' Illusory attribution, (adiydropdpacdda).

In order to describe the pure abstraction Brahma, the

teacher attributes to him. or superimposes on him, certain

qualities which in reality do not belong to him, and then

afterwards withdrawing them, teaches that the residuum

is the undifferenced Absolute.

“ When the Ved&nlin* speak of the origin of the world,

they do not believe its origin to be true. This mode of

expreasion they call false imputation
(adAydropa ). It

consists in holding for true that which is false, in accommo-

dation to the intelligence of the uninitiated. At a further

stage of instruction, when the time has arrived for pro-

pounding tho esoteric view, the false imputation is gain-

said, and this gainsaying is termed rescission * (apantday

13. I will conclude the notes on this section with tlie

following extract:—" If these rule* of initiation bo truth-

ful, then tho doctrine of one being is necessarily falsified,

for they presuppose the existence of the yum and of all

things which are necessary for the performance of the

Vedic ritual; and if the rules are themselves illusory,

the Vedintic initiation must itaelf be an illusion
;
and if

the initiation be false, the indoctrination must be false

100
;
for he only gets knowledge who has got an deh&rya.

The Vedlnt will not allow that its grand consummation

can be brought about without a qualified tutor. If there

be no dfhdrya, tliere can be no teaching
; and if the in-

. I—"’ nutcr, L aa.

* p ,09.
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doctrination is a delusion, the conclusion of this spiritual

exercise, it.. muili. must be the grandest of delusions

;

and the whole system of Vediatism, all its texts and

sayings, it* precept* and promises, its dckdiya and adki-

kdrf, are therefore built like a house (as l&minuja sug-

gests) upon an imaginary mathematical line.’
1

• —MU• p. «>«-
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L
Illusory attribution ia the attributing to the real

of tliat which is unreal ; as a snake is imagined in

u rope which is not a snake.

The ‘ real

'

is Brahma, existent, intelligence, and

joy, eternal, without a second. The ' unreal

’

is

the whole mass of unintelligent things, beginning

with ignorance.

‘ Ignorance’ they say, is something not deacrih-

able os existent or non-existent, an entity, composed

of the three qualities, antagonistic to knowledge.

[Its existence is established] by one’s own con-

sciousness of being ignorant, and also by the Veda, 1

[which speaks of it as] “ the ovu (tower of God.

concealed by its emanations." *

1
i. y

' laterally. •by iU which my, mmn, " by mrth.
Ac., which u. the predact* W PnXr*." (mvynat* rtlr.t.UryMiUU
rnUtivfUMiH.
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NOTES OS SECTION IIL

1 .
' Tht real

'

(rutu).

The characteristics of Brahms have already been con-

sidered in the opening notes, and it is in accordance with

the doctrine of existences, as there explained, that Brahma

is here declared to be the only reality. All else is 'un-

real ’ (ararfu), and imagined by ignorauce. This is plainly

put in the AiUyd/as-AlmdfifM, (Yuddhakftijda vi. 49,

50):
—“The entire universe, movable and immovable, com-

prising bodies, intellects, and the organs, everything that

is seen or heard, from Hrahmi down to a tuft of grass,

is that which is called Matter (pmkrUi), is that which

is known as Illusion."

The phenomenal is got rid of in this simple way, by

quietly ignoring the evideaoe of the senses
;
but the non-

duality thus established is puiely imaginary. For “ even

appearances or illusions are phenomena which require to

bo explained, and they cannot be explained on the hypo-

thesis of absolute unity. They imply that besides the

absolute being there are uuads which can be haunted by

appearances, and which can be deluded iulo believing that

these appearances are realities." 1

It has been already stated that the teaching of the

earlier Upanishads was a fmrtndnaObla, not a mdydntda

or liwirff—Irfs. Whence, then, did this theory of the

unreality of all things arise f The moat probable answer

is, that it was adopted from the Buddhists, the great sup-

porters of Idealism. This was the opinion of Vijnftna
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Bhikshu, the learned commentator on the Sankhva philo-

sophy. who flourished about 3CO yean ago, 1 and who wrote

of the “ quasi- Vedantiai " of his time as “upstart dis-

guised Buddhists, advocates of the theory of MAyA,” and

quoted a passage from the Padma Purina* where the doc-

trine of MayA is also stigmatised as nothing but disguised

Buddhism* The $vetA4valan is said to be the oldest

Upanishad in which the illusory nature of phenomena

is plainly taught, and that tract is evidently post-Bud-

dhiatic. In the preface to his translation of it. Dr. Roer

says that it "does not belong to the series of the more

ancient Upanbhads, or of those which preceded the

foundation of the philosophical systems; for it shows, in

many passages, an acquaintance with them, introduces

the Veddnta, SAnkbya, and Yog* by .their very names—
mentions the reputed founder of the SAnkhva, Kapila,

and appears even to refer to doctrines which havo been

always considered as heterodox. . . . As the mythological

views of the gvctUvatsra are tboee of a later time, when

tho worship of Siva and of the divine Saktis or energies

had gained ground, in contradistinction to the ancient

Upanishads, where only the gods of the Vedas are intro-

duced, so also its philosophical doctrine refers to a'more

modern period," In his opinion,!: was composed not very

loog before the time of Sanksrichirya, who is thought to

have flourished in the eighth century of our era.
4

2. ‘ Ignorance' (ajndna).

This is here synonymous with Nescience (aridyd) and

• PwfMO to H.1T. SfcUAya Sir* p 37 ,+,4.1

1 Thi* week la iifpoK^l by Fjxrfwfcc H. H. Wikoo to h»»* been corn*

peoed. in put, ia tbe t-eUth oratury. TuSm Pnrdn*. »ot. L p. lid*.
• Dialog™ on Bind* Pkiao? pp JOJ-JIJ- Sdnikfa.pronAana

p • Cc4cWkc't Emag*. i 357.
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Illusion (mdyd). and though called the material cause of

the universe, nevertheless heads the list of unrealities!

Indeed it lias been said that “the tenet of the falseness of

Ignorance is the very keystone of the Vedintt I

” * Its

properties are the following :

—

(a.) ‘ Not daenbabU as txuttrd or Mft-mrfmt'

If allowed to have true existence, dualism of course

ensues
;
and if it be said to be non-existent, it falls into

tho same category as a hare’s horn, the son of a barren

woman, and such like absolute nonentities, and no

causation could then be attributed to it So, to avoid

the dilemma, it is said to be neither the one nor the

other. Howbeit, it is acknowledged to have a practical

existence, and to have been eternally associated with

Brahma;* and, aa a matter of fact, Brahma and Miyft

are tho exact counterpart of the Puruaha and Prakrits of

tho Slnkhya, which is a profeasedly dualistic system.

A native writer apeaks of Illusion as " tho inscrutable

principle regulating the universe of phenomena, or rather

the world itself regarded as ultimately inconceivable;"*

and, elsewhere, as “the mystery by which tho absolute

Brahma brings himself into reltlion to the universe;"*

but he allows that, after all, this is rather a oonfestion

of tho mystery than a solution of it. By 6ankar&ch4rya

it is defined as “the aggregate of all powers, cause*, and

effects.” But *a principle or power producing such pal-

pable rwulta as the universe, Ac., must have a very real

existence, however 'inscrutable' it may be; and the

definition of the text is aUolute nonsense. The philo-

* A.fuat p. I9> * 7M4, P- JS

» Tit JWit {mat trnay. it 506.

« Jatrmn! of K A. 8. {mat tma), «-



sopher Kapila discusses this point in some of the

aphorisms of his first book :
1 • Not from Ignorance too

[does the soul’s bondage, as the Vedin lists bold, wise],

because that which is not a reality is not adapted to

binding. If it [ignorance] b* [asserted by you to be] a

reality, then there is an abandonment of the [Vedlntic]

tenet And [if you assume Ignorance to be a reality,

then] there would be a duality through [there being]

something of a different kind [from soul,—which you

asscrters of non-duality cannot contemplate allowing].

If [the Vedintin alleges, regarding Ignorance, that] it is

in the shape of both these opposites, [we say] no, because

no such tiling is known [as is at onoe real and unreal].

[Possibly the Vedintin may remonstrate], • Wt are not

aascrtcrs of any six categories like.the Vaileshikas and

others [— like the Vaifeshikas who arrange all things

under six heads, and the Naiylyikas who arrange them

under sixteen

'

therefore we hold that there it such a

thing as Ignorance, which is at once real and unreal, or

(if you prefer it) which differs a*, once from the real and

unreal, because this is established by proofs,' scriptural or

otherwise, which are satisfactory to ns, although they may
not comply with, all the technical requisitions of Gau-

tama's scheme of argumentative exposition. To which

we reply]. Even although this be not compulsory [that

the categories be reckoned six or sixteen], there is no

acceptance of the inconsistent, else we come to the level

of children, madmen, and the like.”

1 ftuUiyt Jpitriiw*. tram ’ by Dr. BaTuItm. j*. 6-8. It U ln-

tCTHUig to now that ruto (who .V bon Uty jrare alter the death ot

Buddha) regarded oymon m h-ng brt«r»*n U- pun-i, exirtect and the

absolutely n.xvexiatent ; a. Methicf doaky than knmrMge, mow
luminous than lp*canc-.’ L*-«' BuC «/ PluUm^, 1. p. 25a
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fb.) ' An entity ‘ (Udmripa).

This is kid down in opposition to the notion of the

logicians that ajndna, ' not-knowledgc.' is merely the

equivalent ofj*d*dlhden, ‘absence of knowledge.’

(c.) * Antwjonisiic to k*c*dedj< ' (jn&navirvdki).

This may also mean, * whose foe is knowledge,' that is,

• that which is capable of being destroyed by knowledge.’

A man might argue, says the commentator, that Igno-

rance being, according to the Veda, ' unborn,' spread out

everywhere like the ether, and having the semblance of

reality, deliverance from its ppwer and from transmigra-

tion ia impossible
;
but it is not so, for notwithstanding

the power of Ignorance, it nersituel-M yields to the cog-

nition of Brahma, as the darkness flees before the light.

There can be no doubt, from what has been so far asserted

of Ignorance, that the logicians have rightly dofinod it

at ' absence of apprehension,' and that it is also ' misap-

prehension.' For further on we shall find two powers

attributed to Ignorance, namely, those of ‘ concealment
’

(dcarana) and * projection ’ (viitArpa), which arc nothing

else than 'absence of apprehension,' and 'misapprehen-

sion,' respectively. 1

(d.) ' Compoud o/Uu thru tpialxlia
'
(tryund/maia).

This is stated, too, in Bhagavad GlU, vii. 14 :
" Inas-

much as this divine Uayi of mine, composed of the

qualities, is hard to be surmounted, none but those who
resort to me cross over it." The PrakfUi. or ' Matter,’ of

the SAnkhya has been thus described Nature is un-

intelligent substance, and is the material cause of the

world. It consists of goodness, passion, and darkness in

equal proportions. And here it should be borne in mind

' <«imI p >&
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that it is not the goodness, passion, and darkness, popu-

larly reckoned qualities or particular states of the soul,

that are intended in the Slnkhya. In it they are ttnt'n-

Ulligtnt subUanus. Otherwise, how could they be the

material cause of earth and like gross things t
” 1

Every word of this applies to the Vedintic ' Ignorance'

or ‘ Illusion.' which, in the SvetUvataiu Upanishad (iv. io)

is called Prakriti, or matter, and which is held to be the

material cause of the world.

How thU fact is to be reconciled with the previous

portions of the definition is for the Vedkntist to explain,

if he can I

I A^.wi l f.4X. I urn dtopw*! to tW»k tUt it to i-U«r

to U«». lU wo»J Entr* A» “7^ ‘Nst*"'

Urdir 4B
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IV.

This Ignorance is treated as one or as multiplex,

according os it is regarded as a collective or distri-

butive aggregate. Just as, when regarding a col-

lection of trees as a whoje, we speak of them us

one thing, namely, a forest; or as, when legnrding

a collection of waters as a whole, wo call them a

lake, so when we look at the aggregate of the

ignorances reaidiug in individual souls and seeming

to bo manifold, we regard them as one. As it is

said in the Veda,1 "[The one, unborn, individual

soul approaches] tho one, unborn (Prakpti)."

This collective aggregate [of Ignorances], having

as its associate (upOdhi) that which is most ex-

cellent,* abounds in pure goodness. Intelligence
*

associated with it, baring the qualities of omni-

science, omnipotence, and universal control, indis-

crete, is called the internal ruler, the cause of the

world, and Isvara
;
because it is the illuminator of

* ^lYt'fcrafara. i». 5.
1 Hmmdj, .hr mkUf of that pntMU Sda. .kick a -ith

Ignorance.

• Chtiiuny*.
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the whole of lgnorauce. 1 As the Veda* says,

“ Who knows all [generally^ who knows every-

thing [particular!y}"

This totality [of Ignorance], being the cause of

all things, is lrfvara's causal body. It is also called

‘ tho sheath of bliss,' because it is replete with bliss,

and envelope all things like a sheath; and ‘dream-

less sleep,’ because everything reposes in it,—on

which account it is aUtf regarded as tho sccno of

tho dissolution of all subtile and gross bodios.

As, when regarding a forest as a distributive

aggregate of trees, there is a perception of its mani-

foldnoss, which is also perceived in tho case of a

lake regarded as a distributive aggregate of water*,

—so, when viewing Ignorance distributively, wo

perceive it to be multiplex. As the Veda* say*,

“ Indra, by his supernatural powers, appears multi-

form.”

Thus, then, a thing is regarded os a collective or

distributive aggregate according as it is viewed as

a whole or as a collection of parts.

1 Th-r* mu to ba bo mamurrif* astbrritj far the ward* aif tarvtrj-

rn'ifr in which appear here in aQ the edit* o'.

* Jfu*4aU, 1 . 1. 9. * glgmlu. 6 47‘ >8.
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Distributive ignorance, having a humble' asso-

ciate, abounds in impure goodness. Intelligence

associated with it, having the qualities of parvi-

science and parvipotence, is called Prijua/ owing

to its being the illuminator of one Ignorance only.

The smallness of its intelligence ia because its

illuminating power is limited by its associate’s

want of clearness.
1

This [distributive Ignorance] is the individual’s

causal body, bec ause it is the cause of the making

of * I/ Ac. • It is also called ‘the sheath of bliss/

bocauso it abounds in bliss and covers like a sheath
;

and 'dreamless sleep/ because all things repose in

it,—on which account it is said to be the scene

of tbo dissolution of the subtile and gross body.

At that time, both uvara and Prijua experience

bliss by means of the very subtile modifications

of Ignorance lighted up by Intelligence. As tho

Vedn 4
says, " Prijna, whose sole inlet is the

intellect, enjoys bliss.” And, as is proved by the

I N.molj. Ihat up41 oodorlria, portta of Bnfcmo -hirh form, tht

Imil'iduol ooul.

* Thi. word U boro to Ml * *ll»iV-I MdfM,' sofh tub

iodi.idul U. fo tbe mxib tom of tbo Mikity* 6>—.lorf
,
bowr.rr

H i. il'-^ibod 00 "olmigbtr. omtoWW .
So ud *+x,uLehk’j* defiuot

Fr4jna m moving coo «bo boo of tb< port ood fotcro, ood oc

oil objooto.

• So oil tho MSS. »d B&tliagk’o oditim. 4 »*****. 5-
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experience of one who on rising says, “
I slept

pleasantly. I was conscious of nothing."

Between these two, the collective and distri-

butive aggregates [of Ignorance], there is no differ-

ence
;
just as there is none between a forest and ils

trees, or between a lake and it* waters.

Nor is there any difference betwean Isvara and

Prdjoa, who arc associated respectively with these

[collective and distributive aggregates of Ignorance];

just as there is none between the ether appropriated

[».e., the space occupied] by the forest and that

appropriated by the tree* composing it,—or between

the sky reflected in the lake, and that reflected

in its water*. As it is said in tho Veda,* “Tins

[Prftjua]is tho lord ofalL"

As there is for the forest and it* trees, and for

the ether appropriated to each, and for tho lake

and its waters and the ether reflected in each, nu

unappropriated ether as their substrate,—so too,

for those two Ignorances and for Intelligence asso-

ciated with them, there is an unassociated Intelli-

gence which is their substrate.’ It is called the

1 *
* The <*mm*nUtor RdnatlnU joint. eat Out tfcoagb ether ii not tho

ubotnte of tho fereot or >4 the take. aa H i. not their material cone, rrt,

ao the? could do* eiirt -rtbeat .pace. * » cal>1 their rob. Irate. Vide

Tkr Ptailit for October 187Z. p. IJO.
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Fourth. As it is said in the Veda,' “They

consider that blissful, secondless one to be the

Fourth."

This one, the Fourth, pure intelligence, when

not discerned as separate from Ignorance, and In-

telligence associated with it, like a red-hot iron

ball [viewed without discriminating between the

iron and the fire], is the literal meaning of the

great sentence [‘ That art Thou ]
;

but when

discerned as separate, it is the meaning that is

indicated

.

This Iguorance has two powers, namely, that of

(a) envelopment (or concealment), and of (6) pro-

jection.

The power of envelopment is such that, just as

even a small cloud, by obscuring tho beholder’s

path of vision, seems to overspread the sun’s disc,

which is many leagues in extent,—so Ignorance,

though limited, veiling the understanding of the

beholder, seems to cover up Self, which is unlimited,

and unconnected with the universe. As it has

been said,’ “As he whose eye is covered by a

cloud, thinks in his delusion that the sun is clouded

1 ****** 7
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and has lost its light,

—

bo that Self which seems

bound to him whose mind’s eye is blind,—that

Self, essentially eternal perception, am I."

Self, associated with this enveloping power,

appears to be an agent and a patient, and expe-

riences the pleasure, pain, and infatuation which

make up this contemptible mundAe existence ;

1

just as a rope, covered by ignorance as to its real

nature, appears to be a Jbakc.

The power of projection is such, that, just as

ignorance regarding a rope, by ita own power raises

up tho form of a snake, kc., on the rope which is

covered by it,—so Ignorance too, by ita projective

power, raises up, on Self which is covered by it,

ether and the whole univeree. As it has been

said,' "The projective power [of Ignoranco] can

create the world, beginning with subtile bodies, and

ending with the terrene orb.”

Intelligence, associated with Ignorance possessed

of these two powers, is, when itself is chiefly con-

sidered, the efficient cause
; and when its associate

1 Tfe reading of the MS& it wo^^iwUmvi^

"«/* UwM which diCcn fro* all the

M.
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is chiefly considered, is the material cause. Just

as a spider, when itself is chiefly considered, is the

efficient cause of its web, the effect,—and when its

body is chiefly considered, is the material cause

of it.
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NOTES ON SECTION IV.

In the foregoing pages, two eternal entities have been

described, namely, Brahma and Ignorance. These two

have been united from everlasting, and the first product

of their union ia tfvara or God. It should be very dis-

tinctly understood that God—"the highest of manifesta-

tions in the world of unreality
‘* l—is the collective aggre-

gate of all animated things, from tho highest deity down

to a blade of grass, just as a forest is a collective aggregate

of trees

This, to any ordinary mind, ia tantamount to laying

thnt there ia no personal God at all
;
for how can it bo

suppcecd that this aggregate of sentiencies has, or has

uver had, any power of united action, ao at to oonstituto

it a personal Being f Yet, after describing God ms identical

with the aggregate of individual sentiencies, apart from

which be can have no more existence than a forest cun

have apart from tho trees which compose it, the text

proceeds to treat him as a personal Being, endowed with

the qualities of omniscience, Ac, and bearing rule over

individual souls t

The attributes assigned to him are thus explained by the

commentator. HU Vwnisrteaes'is merelyhis being a witness

of the whole universe, animate and inanimate. He is called
A

‘ Iitara' because he presides over individual souls and

1 Culculd Zinur, 1878, p JI*. 8w aim H 211.
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allots rewards according to their work*. How thi3 aggre-

gate of individual souls is to preside oTer itself, and

reward each soul included in it according to its works, it

is impossible to say ;
' but his fuocuons in this capacity

ought to be a sinecure, inasmuch as it is strongly insisted

upon that works, whether good or bad, are followed by an

exactly proportioned measure of reward or punishment,

without the intervention of anybody. He is the ‘con-

troller' in the sense of being the mover or impeller of

souls; and the ‘internal ruler' as dwelling in the heart

of each, and restraining Ihe intellect He is the * can* c

f

the world* not as its creator, but as the seal of the evolu-

tion of that illusory effect Indeed, it would be incon-

sistent to speak of a creator of a world which has no

greater reality than belongs to things seen in a dream
I

2. The word upddki, which on page 51 is rendered

'associate/ occurs very often even in PrAkfit works on

philosophy, and ahould be fully understood. It is derivod

from the root dkd, *to put/ in combination with the

prepositions upn and d,—end its sense, etymologically, is

‘ putting down near/ or ' that which is put down near/

Its philosophical meaning, as given in the Vdckaspatyam,

is this :

—

‘AnyUK&etkitaiya rajtuno 'nyatkApral&iaMrtpt'

—
* that which makes a thing appear different from what

il is/ It is that, therefore, which, by its proximity to

a thing, modifies or conditions it; as, for example, a

white crystal is made to appear red when a red rose is

placed behind it. The rendering 'environment,' which

has lately been adopted by an Indian scholar, is not quite

so easy of application to wpakiia and anupahita.

1 On* migil u ..B Man the fawfaffity of »

boatlml
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3. ' Iivarai causal body’

As llliuion overlying Brahma is the cause of the pro-

duction of all things, it is called livara's causal or all-

originating body. From it originate the super-sensiblo

and sensible elements, then subtile bodies, and, lastly,

gross bodies. These envelop transmigrating souls like

sheaths, which have to be successively stripped off to

roach pure Brahma.

4. • Dreamiest deep.'

There are said to be three states of the soul in respect

of the body, via., waking, dimming. and dreamless sleep.

Brahma is described as ’ the fourth ' state. ” When a man

with all his wita about him is wide awake, he is regarded

as being furthest removed from the state in which ho

ought to he,—he being then enveloped in the densest in-

vestment of Ignorance. When lie falls aaleep and dreams,

lie is considered to liave shuffled eff his outermost ooil

;

aud therefore a dream is spokeu of as the scene of the

dissolution of the totality of the proas. The objects viewed

in dreams are regarded as * subtile.' When a man Bleeps

so soundly that he has no dream, he is regarded as having

got rid not only of his ‘gross body,' bat also of his 'sub-

tile body hence profound end dreamless sleep is spoken

of as the ' scene of the dissolution both of the gross aud

of the subtile body.' But although, in profound sloop, a

man has got rid of all the den/eymen/s of Ignorance, yet

lie is still wrapped in Ignorance iteeif, and this must lie

got rid of. He must cot, like the sleeper who ‘slept

pleasantly and knew nothing,' ‘enjoy blessedness by

means of the very subtile modifications of Ignorance

illuminated by Intellect,' but be must become Intellect
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simply— identical with Blessedness. To this absolute

Unity is given the name of * the Fourth.’
**

5. As some of the readers of this book may have studied

the Vedfinta through the medium of l'rikpt writings, it

is right to add that in those works reference is sometimes

made to a sort of fifth >Ute termed iiamast. The word

is femimue, and is apparently derived from die adjec-

tive unmana, wtych, as defined by Molesworth, means—
' Kscaped from consciousness of personality and swallowed

up in the Deity or in Divine contemplation and ho

explains unman! as being *:J»e fifth of the five state*

or males of human existeooe (JdyrUi, smpna, ttuhupti,

turfyd, unman!), vix., that of emancipation from tlm

thrnhiom of Mayi, and absorption in the contemplation of

Truth (the Divine easence)/ In the pindrdka of the

Fswiarimttw— philosophical poem written in very early

times by the Mnr4tl.fi P*** Mukundarfy—the term <fccurs

twice. In iii. 31. livara's vnmanl anuihd is said to ba

the three qualities, taJtva. raja, and tamai. in a state of

equilibrium. Id vi. 87-90, it is described as tlio fourth

state arrived at maturity,—the scriptures not allowing

a fifth state. .The latter passage is worth quoting:—

“ Tutytthi paripakmtd
|

forfii unman! ar<utkd
|
nimbofi-

yd its madJturatd
\
jaisi pakr*.iai*h | 87 |

Turyd U Mdka-

ntw ml
|
t'tkfA hdeki kadaratfond

\

wtnaHxbvjknirvdsand

|
oikandni joda U | 88 | Jaisi slikara wdul f» rirr

|

pari

UthtAfhi madhuratd nrt
|
UiH turyd n-irdpin vtvrt

|
U

unman! yd | 89 | AvatlKd pasukatad wdsti
|
aid Ac Vaiai-

rv.ll
I
mkantlni turyteki panndmaslhiti

|
U unmani kin”

11 901 .

The word is found in the Calcutta dictionary Vdchat-

• Dr UrtT* m Or Toiutm, j*ri 152 (f>.
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patyam, which defines it as ‘ Yoyindm artutkdMudt

"

It

ia probably the aame aa the anmantbkdva explained by

Saftkarftuaoda in hia Commentary on Uaitri-Upaniahad,

vL 2a

6. " PrAjna . . . rajoyt Hiss
"

The two last words represent the Sanskrit dahndabhuk,

•an enjoyer of blisa’ The Mdf4ukya Upanukad, from

which this passage ia quoted, is twioe reproduced in the

b'ruithkatdpani, and in both cases it is interesting to

note that the commentator Xliftrspa reads and explains

ajndnabknk, 'enjoyer of ignoranoe or unconsciousness.

’

instead of dnandabkuk* His words are as follows:—

“ Ajndnabkuk
|
m kinekid akam avtdukam tty uttkitasy-

olltkkdt
|
Mdfidixye tv daaadabhvy xti pdfkas tatra tttkkam

atom asrtpsam ity alUkkak pramdaam

"

|
Pftrvatlpnnl,

iv. r

Ajndnabhuk
\
rut kinekid akam arediskam ity ndn

olltkhdd ajndnabknk | Uttaiatipanl. L I.
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V.

From Intelligence associated with Ignorance at-

tended by it*. projective power, in which the

quality of insensibility (lamas) abounds, proceeds

ether,— from ether, air,—/rom air, heat,—from

heat, water,—and from water, earth. As the Veda

says,' " From this, from this same Self, was the

ether produced.” The prevalence of insensibility

in the cause of these elements is inferred from

observing the excess of inanimateness which is in

them.*

Then, in those elements, ether and the rest, arise

the qualities pleasure, pain, and insensibility, in

the proportion in which they exist in their cause.

These are what are termed the subtile elements,

the rudimentary elements, and the non-quintupli-

cated pit. ' not made the fire,’ by combination}.

From them spring the subtile bodies and thu

gross elements.

> Taittirlja-Cpa*Mad, l I.

* -Tie

najnna in the ColcutU dictionary r

which the* quito

(hr word idn
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The ‘ subtile bodies
' 1

are the distinguishing

[or evidentiary] bodies, consisting of seventeen

members.

The 'members’ are the five organs of sense,

mind, and intellect, the five organs of action, and

the five vital airs.

The 'organs of sense' are the ear, skin, eye,

tongue, aud noae. These arise separately, in order,

from the unmiugled pleasure-portions of ether and

the rest.'

• Intellect ’ is the modification of the iutcrnnl

organ which is characterised by certitude
;

' mind ’

is the mollification characterised by resolution and

irresolution; in those two are included thinking

und egoism.

Those arise from the united pleasure-endowed

portions of ether and the others. That they are

the effect of the pleasure-portions of the elements

is inferred from their bciug luminous.

This intellect, together with the organs of sense,

forms the cognitional sheath (vjndnamayakofa).

This one, which, through faucyiug itself to be

> Tfci. chuw u ctnHUd froo fir» ci tb- MSS. indodiag tbo* of lb.

Commentary.
* TbU it touy. from -<hrr. lb- cbmcOrritUe <4 which ii Kind, cuii

tb- Mr.-from Mr. of -inch Mobility It lb- cbanrtrruUc. Mid ia which

•'Kind »od :'ct! an tenable. cam- the mm c* t»ndi. ud w no.
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an agent and a patient, happy and unhappy, passes

to and fro between this and the other world [i.e.,

a transmigrating soul} is called the conventional 1

soul {jtva).

The mind, together with the organs of action, forms

the men Cal [or sensorial] sheath (manomayaioia).

The * organ**}/action ' are the mouth, band, foot,

aims, and generative organ. These arise, sepa-

rately, in order, from the uamixed pain-portions of

the elements [which are characterised by activity^

The ‘vital airs ’are respiration (prdna), inspira-

tion (ujtdna), flatuousnesa (rydna), expiration (udA-

na), and digestion (tamdna ). 'Respiration' has

on upward motion, and abides iu the extremity of

the noee; ‘ inspiration

'

has a downward course,

and abides in the anus, Ac.
;

‘ fatuousness

'

moves

iu all directions, nnd pervades the whole body

;

‘ expiration ’ resides in the throat, has an upward

course, and is the ascending air;
4 digestion

’

* is

• "TW«CMb.no.U*hlhin*Mnn1b*Mcee.i*iag«o«*iU.oMaytrat
not rmil). Thine* there be. e.-Ung - tbe of-»»«* ot mn or Un-

pll*d Ib their WKbct, MV-r Any their renIHjr, »' oolj mi thnt

«•/ nre mere facaat •"*••• net ncWJ, r.WUn* eul-tM®.

In (net. coo'-eUonnl. - efftmd u> rani, cm enlrmm in othrr

word.. f> 39*-

* Thin U not » *nli»£»ctcrj rendering. bn* 1 mMimUticii.'

which M nr* aurh better. 1 wJ^Hed the Mae* of Ibr rilnl »ir. fn®,

Colcbrookc.
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that which, moving in the centre of the body,

assimilates the solid and liquid food.

Some persons [followers of Kapila] say that there

are five other airs, named N&ga, Kfirma, Krikala,

Devadatta, and Dhananjaya.

' N&ga

'

is that which causes eructation
;

**kHrma ’

is that which causes the opening* of the eyes

;

‘ kfikala ’ causes hunger, and ' dtradatta ’ yawuing
;

and ' dhananjaya ’ 1
is the nourislier.

But others [the Vediatins] ray that there are

five only, as these are included amongst respiration

and the rest

This set of five vital airs arises from the united

|«in • portions of the elements, ether and the

others. The five, together with the organs of

action, form the respiratory sheath
(prdnamaya -

kokt). Its being a product of tho pain-portions of

the elements is inferred from its being endowed

with activity [the characteristic of the ' rajoyuna ,
')

r

Of these sheaths, 'the intellectual,’ being en-

dowed with the faculty of knowing, is an agent

;

the ‘mental,’ having the faculty of desire, is au

instrument; and the ‘respiratory,’ having the

1 Th* air oalrM la the bod, on .ft-. .IhoS. .... the tbolU.t.
quoting from the GcnhSU..V. : i•nfcwUpi mrvavftrl
Manan/m,^r
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faculty of activity, is an effect. This division is in

accord with the capabilities of each. These three

sheaths together constitute the subtile frame. 1

Here, too, the totality of the subtile bodies, as

the object of oue cognition [ie., Shtr&un&'s], is a

collective aggregate like the forest or the lake;

or, as the obj&t of many cognitions [viz., those of

individual souls], is a distributive aggregate, like

the forest-trees or the lake-waters.

Intelligence associated with the collective ag-

gregate [of subtile bodies] is called ShtrAtiuft

[Thread-soul^ Hiraqyagarbha and I’raija, because

it passes as a thread through all the [subtile

frames], and because it is associated with the

throe sheaths possessing the faculties of kuowing,

desire, and activity.

This collective aggregate, because it is moro

subtile than the gross organism*, is called His

subtile body, consisting of the three sheaths, ' the

intellectual ’ and the others
;
and because it con-

sists of the [continuance of the] waking thoughts,

it is called a dream, and is therefore said to be the

scene of the dissolution of the gross. 5

• It Mima, th- w-N« it. ,

* “For. ID » U* •*€*>< ‘i*** and tS* nra

»oicr«, 4c. an pf^mt to o* •Abami tb- actual Ibin^ callrd trwa.

id of
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Intelligence associated with the distributive

of subtile organisms is Taijasa (the

brilliant), because it ha9 the luminous internal

organ as its associate.

This distributive aggregate, too, being more

subtile than the gross organisms, is called his

subtile frame, comprising the thrte sheaths be-

ginning with ‘the intellectual;’ and it is said to

bo a dream because it ft made up of the [continu-

ance of the] waking thoughts, on which account it

is called the scene of the dissolution of the gross

organisms.

These two, SCltritmA and Taijasa, by means of

the modifications of the mind, have experience of

subtile objects. As it is said in the Veda,* “ Taijasa

has fruition of the supersensible."

There is no difference between the collective

and distributive aggregates of the subtile frames

or between SGtriktmA and Taijasa, who ore asso-

ciated with them,—just as there is none between

the forest and its trees, or between the space occu-

pied by each,—or between the lake and its waters,

and the sky reflected in each.

t-ing pm-oi at an. To Ifaa dnu-t. the -Ulf ntrrnaJ world la a- it

were —and. in the epinoaU iW Vatftatia, to the dreamer it really

“ nc*.”-Z»rt«Tr on t*r 1‘oUaM. ' Udm^iiyc, «.
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Thus were the subtile organisms produced.

The gross elements are those that have been

made by combining the five [subtile elements].

Quintuplication is on this wise. After dividing

each of the five subtile elements, ether and the

rest, iuto two equal parts, and then subdividing

each of the fiifct five of the ten moieties into four

equal part*, mix those four parts with the others,

leaving the [undivided] second moiety of each.

As it has been said ,
1 “ After dividing each iuto

two |MUta, and the first halves again into four

parte, by uniting the latter to the second half of

each, each contains the five."*

It must not be supposed that there is no autho-

rity for this, for from the Vedic passage regarding

the combination of three things,' the combination

of five is implied. Though the five alike contain

the five, the name ' ether ’ and the rest are still

applicable
4
to them, in accordance with the saying,*

• Pmmf^UA. L *7.

• That fa. "tb* fartMto of lb* •'•ml -l-mmu. briof di.WibK m,
in th- 6r* |>u«. tplrt tala Mini -W*-f <*» W tobdt.U-d into

qwtm. wd th- nm-I-lag toofaty mKm with c (* qowMr

of raofaty) trem neb of th. laar ath-m'—Coktrah*‘i Eatyi, I. 396.

K-cta of th- So •iwn'Ot* th. oxrtiio. . toofaty of it-rlf »nd ..

of mcK of th. utbm. » Cnt*d^n C/pa-UW. 6.J.J
• Tb- B*ne 1 fiber' fa toitaUr to the frat beam* 4 «tbrt ' farg-ly J**-

doaiiutM ia it, ud to with tb- otbto low.

• TtdAMU-titru, 2. 4. n. Tb* wrxmgty readme in the flrat
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“ Their appellation is on account of the preponder-

ance 1 [of that element after which each is named}"

Then in ether sound is manifested,—in air, sound

and touch,—in heat, sound, touch, and form,—in

water, sound, touch, form, and taste,—in earth,

sound, touch, form, taste, and smelL

From these quintuplicated elemehta spring, ono

above the other, the worlds Blitir, Bhuvar, Svar,

Mahar, Janas, Tapaa, and Satya; and, oue below

the other, the nether worlds called Atala, Vitala,

Sutaln, Rasitala, TalAtala, MahAtala, and P&tAla;*

—Brahmin egg the four kinds of gross bodies ;

and food and drink suitable for them.

• The four kinds of bodies

'

are the viviparous,

the oviparous, the moisture-engendered (svedoja),

and the germinating.

The viviparous are those produced from tho

womb, as men and animals
; the oviparous ore

of Oil* IW’—tjW. U—“ Dot, m Ik.y diff«.
Th* tbo**. ho««*«r( area* to M U br sort in aaord with S,n-

>*"»' TV* w<*4 tmSmSda* U in o»d*, to lcd«»
cooclomoo of tbr cO*jiUr, «,) w m . i*s J U- 8«tr* Ubn'.

..pluuOum i. v follow. omi^Afom UScutum UtfSoof

i
Sahopi trirrUUrnt hmek* bufmtkmf UitedKUc UAfaM^m upoUt-

i*. .MaartkUty^ram priliiryd «.*.Udr -

I • * • TmdoSim UdaiU « M^yap^mSuim
dyoCfatiir

1 All my MSS. nod wmmkfU, set mduktfSL
* For »n «<™nt of xkaac u

}yat wad lows rcgioM, MX WiW. Firf*.
u. ao» uj.
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those born from eggs, as birds and snakes
;

the

moisture-engendered are those which spring from

moisture, as lice and gnats; the germinating are

those which shoot up from the ground, as grass

and trees.

In this case, too, the fourfold gross body, accord-

ing as it is in object of cognition as one or as

many, is a collective aggregate like a forest or a

lake, or a distributive aggregate like the forest-

trees or the lake- waters.

Intelligence associated with this collective aggre-

gate is culled Va&v&nara [the spirit of humanity

J

or Viri*;' [the former] becauao of tho oonocit thnt

it is in the whole of humanity, and [the latter]

because it appears in various forma*

This collective aggregate is his gross body. It

is called the nutrimentitious sheath (annamayakoia),

on account of the changes of food [which go on

within it and build it up], aud the gross body and

the waking-state, because it is the scene of the

fruition of the gross.

Intelligence associated with the distributive

« Otop«* t 3*. JJ. trA TuU. ». 36a
* I Mfc.wrd lb. Kbol-M, wbo my%. £.rra,W»mib<p.tna,m

ityi'Alu.UrtxSd MM 'K,

, /abiala UfonlaA. BdUMya.'. of lb* 1-1 cl..*

h. “Bm.uk it ro>. o,ff it* inn. kind, [of U*™}.'
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aggregate is called Vidva, because, without aban-

doning the conceit of the aubtile body, it enters

into the gross bodies.

This distributive aggregate is his gross body,

and is called the nutrimentitious sheath on account

of the changes of food [which go on within it ami

build it up} It is also said to be hwuke becauso

it is the seat of the fruition of the gross.

Vilva and VairfvAnara have experience of all

gross objects
;
that is, by means of the ear and

the rest of the five organs of sense, which arc con-

trolled by the quarters, wind, the sun, Varupa, and

the Alvins res|>«ctively, [they have experience of]

sound, sensation, form, last**, and smell ;—by moans

of the mouth and the rest of the five organs of

action, which are controlled by Agni, Indra, Upen-

dra, Yuma, and Prajipati respectively, [they have

experience of] speaking, taking, walkiug, evacua-

tion, and sensual delights; and by means of the

four internal organs named mind, intellect, egoism,

and thinking, which are controlled by the moon,

Brahmd, $iva, and VisliQU respectively, [they have

experience of] resolution, certitude, egoising, and

thinking. As it is said in the Veda,1
[“The first

• MMiiy* VpmUmi. 3.
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quarter is Vasv&nara^ who is in the waking state,

and has cognition of externals."

llere, too, as in the former cases, there is no

difference between the distributive and collective

aggregates of gross organisms, or between Viivn

and Va’isv4nara who are associated with them

;

just as there iA none between a forest and its trees,

or between the spaces occupied by them,—or be-

tween a lake and its waters, or between the sky

reflected in them.

In this way is the groas produced from the five

clcraonta quintuplicatcd.



7* NOTES.

NOTES ON SECTION V

1. Recapitulating, then, Brahma ie illusorily associated

with three kind* of bodiea :

—

• Firtly. with a causal body, composed of Ignorance

or Illusion, which, in the aggregate, is Ilvara

or God, and. distributively. individual souls or

Tiijna. It is likened to a state of dreamless

sleep.

Stcomlly, with a subtile body composed of the five

organa of sense and of action, mind, intellect,

and the five vital sirs, seventeen in all. This,

in the aggregate, is called Hiragyagarblm, or the

Thread-soul, and, in the distributed state, Taijasa.

It is likened to a state of dream.

Thirdly. with a greet body composed of the com-

pounded elements. Viewed in the aggregate, it

is called Vaiivknara. and. distributirely. Vilva.

It is likened to the waking-state.

A fourth state is that of the unasaociated pure Brahma,

which is technically styled • The Fourth.’

2. Mind, intellect, egoism, and thinking, which, on

page 72, are styled 'internal organs’ are. collectively,

' tho internal organ.’ See note on page 5 ; and also the

first chapter of Vrddnloparibkdthd where it is said—
Rvam rriUilhtdnaikam apy anlahktiranam mano ili

buddhir ity ahamkdra iti (kitl»r* Hi (hdkhydyaU. Thu
voL iv. p 395.
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Thb collective aggregate of all these expanses of

gross, subtile, and causal bodies is one vast expanse

;

just as the aggregate of a number of minor [or

included] forests is one large forest, or that of a

number of minor [or included] bodies of wajer is

one large body.

Intelligence associated with it, from Vaiiv&nara

up to trfvara, is one only
;
just as the space occu-

pied by the various included forests is ono, or ns

the sky reflected in the various included bodies of

water is one.

Unassociated Intelligence not seen to be distinct

from the great expanse and the Intelligence asso-

ciated with it, like a heated ball of iron, [iu which

the iron and the fire are not discriminated,] is

the literal [or primary] meaning of the sentence,

“ Truly all this is Brahma ;
" but when seen as dis-

tinct, it is what is indicated by that sentence.

Thus ' illusory attribution,' or the superimposing

of the unreal upon the Real, has been set forth iu
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general terms. But now, the particular way in

which one man imposes this and another that

upon the all-pervading [individuated] Self is to be

declared.

For example, the very illiterate man says that

his son is his Self
;
on account of the text of the

Vedar1 “Self is boin as a son;" and because he

sees that he has the same love for his son as for

himself; and because he finds that if it is well or

ill with his son. it is well or ill with himself.

A ChArvAka says that the gTusa body is his 8elf;

on account of the text of the Veda,1 “ This is man

as ntado up of the extruct of food
;

" and because

he sees that a man having his son [to burn
-

],

departs himself from a burning house
;
and becauso

of the experience, “/am fat,” ‘‘/am lean.”

Another ChArvAka says that the organs of sense

arc his Self ; on account of the text of the Veda,’

"They, the organs of sense (prdridj), went to

PimjApoti and said, [' Lord, which of us is the

chief?’ He said unto them, ‘He is chief among

you whose departure malws the body seem worth-

less ’]
;

” and because in the absence of the orgaus of

sense the functions of the body cease ; and because

' Ct. Prd*.. * Tek. 1 I.
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of the experience, " I am blind of oue eye,’’ “ / am

deaf."

Another ChArrik* says that the vital airs are his

Self ; on account of the text of the Veda, 1 “ There

is another, an inner Self, made of the vital airs
;

”

and because in the absence of the vital airs the

organs of seitae are inactive; and because of the

experience, “ / am hungry,” “ / urn thirsty."

Another Ch&rv&ka sayo that the mind is his

Self; on account of the text of the Veda,* “There

is another, an inner Self, made of the mind and

Ixtcause when the mind sleeps the vital airs cease

to be
;
and because of the experience, “ 1 resolve,”

"/doubt."

A Bauddha sap that intellect is his Self; on

account of the text of the Veda,* " ITicro is another,

uu inuor Self, made up of coguitiou ;" and because,

in the absence of an agent, an instrument is power-

less; and because of the experience, "/ am an

agent,” “/am a patieut.”

The Prubh&kara and the Tarktka say that igno-

rauce is their Self ; on fccount of the text of the

Veda,* “There is another, an inner Self, made up

of bliss and because intellect and the rest arc

• «•*-*- 3-

4
2. 2.
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merged in ignorance; and because of the expe-

rience, " I am ignorant.”

The Bhatta says that Intelligence associated with

ignorance is bis Self ; on account of the text of the

Veda, 1 " Self is a mass of knowledge, and comprised

of bliss;” and because during sound sleep there

are both the light [of intelligence] and the dark-

uess [of ignorance*]; and because of the experience,

" Myself I know not."

Another Bauddha says that nihility is his Self;

on account of the text of the Veda,* “In the

beginning, this «u the non-existent;" and be-

cause during sound sleep everything disappears;

nnd because of the experience of the man who has

just awoke from sleep,—an experience in the shape

of a reflection on his own non-existence,— when he

nays, “ During sound sleep, / was not"

That these, beginning with ‘son,’ have not the

nature of Self, is now declared. Seeing that in

the fallacies based ou Vedic texts, arguments, and

personal experience, brought forward by the * very

' 5.

1 F.«, ». the c-iriD-nUlor Bn rrfrmag to U» • I .1-|4

I'IhusdU]’—

I

wa» nwnro of nothm;.' if Uwrt mot light or knowledge

in Ih- •mil. how could lb* alr-prr h»rr known thnt hit tlrrp wu pl-M»nl I

And If thorn —r. not th. .tuo. ,4 l«Wt or koowMj*. ho- could bo

«'•. ‘ X WM auuv of nothing t
’ --BoUnnf,..'. l*tur , on tU 1Vrfdnta.

* aJuUdojf*. 6. a. 1.
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illiterate mao’ and the other speakers, each suc-

ceeding fallacy refutes the notiou of Self put forth

in that preceding it, it is clear that * son ' and the

rest are not the Self.

Moreover, from the opposite statements of other

weighty Vcdic texts to the effect that the all-per-

vading [individuated] Self ia not gross, not the

eye, not the vital airs, not the miud, not an agent,

but intelligence, mere intelligence, and existent,

—

from the transitory character, as of a jar, of the

insentient object* beginning with 'non' and ending

with ' nihility,’ which owe their visibility to In-

telligence,—from the force of the experience of

the wise, viz., ‘
I am Brahma,’—and also from the

fact that the fallacies based on this and that Vedic

passage, argumenr, and personal experience have

been refuted,—each of those from ‘ son ' down to

•nihility’ is assuredly not the Self.

Therefore, all-pervading [individuated] Indi-

gence alone, the illuminator of each of those [son

and the rest], whose essence is eternal, pure, intelli-

gent (buddha), free and true, is the true Self—such

is the experience of those who know the Ved&nta.
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NOTES ON SECTION VI.

1. The CkdnAtms, otherwise called Sinyatddins or

Jjkdyaliins, were one of the ancient heretical secta of

Hindu*. Professor Wilson say* of them ( Work*, ii. 87)

that they “condemned all ceremonial rites, ridiculed even

the Srftddha. and called the authors of the Vedas fools,

knaves, and buffoons" He says too that they were

“named from one of their teachers, the Muni Chirvlks.

. . . The appellation gOnyavfcdi implies the asscrter of

the unreality and emptiness of the universo
;
and another

designation, Lokiyata. expresses their adoption of the

tenet, that this being is the Lt-aU of existence; they

were, in short, tlie advocates of materialism and atheism
"

(H'orhs, L 22\ Colebrooke, 100, calls thoir doctrine

" undisguised materialism According to this scholar,

their principal tenets were, (a) the identity of tho soul

with tho body,—

(

4) the rejection of AiMa as an element,

—and (e) the acknowledgment of perception alone os a

means of proof. Their doctrines sre explained in the first

chapter of the SarxadaHanataAjraka, which has been

translated by Professor Cowell. 1 They are referred to in

PanihtuiaU vi. 216 also.

2. The Baxiddhat, or followers of Buddha, are said by

Brahmanical controversialist* to haTe been divided into

1 »’«*« IN- afc.— work in Trator a Or*nuf SrrWt-Tk. urn. LoU-
or LeMytd*. is here eiplarwrd to b. Uni applied to mm who bold

tb. opinion, ‘wfckly pee'alrwt in the world’ |MnW iftam rutlrun),
tUt wraith sod d^ire are the only end. U nun. and that there a no
future world.
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four sects, styled MddXfamihu, YogdJidras, Sautr&ntxkas,

and VaibAdtAiktu. Those referred to in the text would

be the first two, the former of whom are said to have

maintained that all is void, and the latter that all is void

but intelligence. Possibly these four schools did at one

time exist amongst the Indian Buddhists
;
but it is diffi-

cult to understand how they could have held the views

ascribed to them in the text. For one of the cardinal

doctrines of Buddhism is that Uun it no tdf. One of

the best authorities on Southern Buddhist teaching thus

wrote j— '"The idea of the Brahmans is. that there is a

supreme existence, paramdlmd, from which each indivi-

dual existence has derived ite being, but that this separate

existence is an illusion; and that the grand object of

man is to effect the destruction of the cause of seeming

separation, and to secure the reunion of the derived and

the underived, the conditioned and the unconditioned.

But Buddha repeatedly, by an exhaustive variation of

argument, denies that there is any self or ogo. Again

and again, he runs over the components and essentialities

of being, enumerating with tedious minuteness the classi-

fications into which they may be divided, in order to

convince his followers that, in whatever way these con-

stituents may be placed, or however they may be arranged,

there can be found in them no self."* How then could

the Buddhists referred to in the text have held 'nihility’

or ‘ intelligence ’ to be Sdf/

3. The PrdhMkaras were the followers of Prabliikara,

the well-known scholiast of the I’Orva-MfmiiOsa
;

the

» Hanly’s L^-d, TWw. ./ Oc fUU IS. p. 171. 8-.ahK.lKi.

autbor's JfoaW ./ MOts-. p. 40J ; ant Kby. Hands' Buddhum, n.

90-»
r
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Tdrkikts are of count the Naiyftyikas or followers of

the Ny&ya. The are prraumably the disciples

of Kumlrila Bhatta, the well-known Mtmahsaka already

referred to, who lived about a century before Sankara

Achlrya.

4. This section brings to an end the first division of

the treatise, which is occupied with the consideration of

the adhydropa (p. 42).
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VIL

Thb * withdrawal ’ (apardJa) is the assertion that

the whole of the unreal, beginning with Ignorance,

which is an illusory effect of the Real, is nothing

but the Real
;
just as a snake, which is the illusory

I'ffoct of a rope, is nothing whatsoever but the rope.

It has been said, 1 * An actual change of form

is called vik&ra, whilst a merely apparent change

of form is called nrartta." This shall now bo

illustrated.

Tho whole of the four classes of gross bodies

constituting the scat of enjoyment,—the food and

drink necessary for their use,—the fourteen worlds,

Bhflr aud the rest, the repository of these,—and

Brahmk’s egg which is the receptacle of all those

worlds,—all these are nothing more than the quin-

tuplicated elements of which they are made.

The quintuplicated elements, with sound and the

other objects of sense, and the subtile bodies,—all

• I am amble to ti

Ve-ldnlamirm otnll It.

Son* MSS o( Hi.
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these are nothing more tLan the non-quintuplicated

elements of which they are made.

The non-quintuplicated elements, with the quali-

ties of goodness and the rest, in the inverse

order of their production, are nothing more than

Ignorance-associated Intelligence, which is their

material cause.

Ignorance,
1 and Intelligence associated with it,

constituting trfvara, 4c., are nothing more than

Brahma, the Fourth, the unassociated Intelligence,

which forms their substrate.

1 Ho* r*o b. -r-Kfci«c •• itoa Rntoa,' mring Ui.l ll !
mi (iloinallj liitiKS "wUljr* (hU—rtym)* Tk* ebaMmen, oI court*,

>«jMd*te ilutml «(!*.•
; but ««n U-r rmftlH It n * tUrnal

• .uit-ih..*, JUliM* turn IWU-U. h 4i.
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NOTE ON SECTION VII.

The object of the foregoing is to demonstrate that

tho phenomenal world is nought bat the illusory effect

(vivarda) of the secondlest Reality Brahma, who is iti

illusory material cause. Th<* relation between Brahma
and the plienomenal is that of the rope mistaken for a

snake, which snake is only an illusion. ViiAra, on the

other hand, which is synonymous with panrAmu (Amara,

iii a. 15). a ltd change of form and name. Instances

of it are found in tho formation of an earring from a lump
of gold, or of a jar or toy-elephant from clay, in which

there is a change of form and of name, but not of sub-

stance
; or in the transformation of milk into curds, where

there is a change of substance as well as of name and
form.

Tho old Vedintiats, as already 'stated, regarded the

phenomenal world as s rtfdra or evolution from Brahms,

a view which is strenuously rejected by the modems 1 or

«t4yda*/NU.

• Thfil <l<*»rto* of eiliUDm. <W»-d nbo'e. mmt b. bom. In mind
h*r*
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Will

Bv moans of thcae two, illusory attribution and

its withdrawal, the precise meauing of the words

'That’ and ‘Thou’ [in the sentence ‘That art

Thou,’ * tat tvam asi ’] is determined.

For example, the collective aggregate of Igno-

rance ami the rest. Intelligence associated with it

and having the characteristic of omniscience, Ac.

[t.e., IrfvaraJ, and the una*»ociated Intelligence,

—

this triad, appearing as one, after the manner of a

red-hot iron ball [where the iron and the fire ore

not viewed as distinct^ is the literal [or expressed]

moaning of the word ‘That,’ but, unassociated

Intelligence, the substrate of that which is asso-

ciated, is the indicated meaning.

The distributive aggregate of Ignorance and the

rest, Intelligence associated with it and having the

characteristic of limited knowledge [i.e., Prfijna],

and Intelligence which is not associated,—this

triad, appearing as one, after the manner of a red-
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hot ball of iron, is the litoral meaning of the word

‘Thou;’ but, pure Intelligence, the Fourth, all-

pervading joy, the substrate of that associated

Intelligence, is the meaning which is indicated.
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NOTE ON 8ECTION THE

This section prepare* the way foe the subject to the

consideration of which the two succeeding sections are

devoted, namely, the identity in meaning of the terms

‘That’ and 'Thou’ in the great Vedintio sentence 'That

art Thou.*

“If they cannot be ahown to mean the same thing,

then the sentence docs nos enunciate a truth. The author

therefore undertakes to show that they do mean the same

thing. This he does by showing, as we hare just seen,

that the only apparent difference between the senses of

the two terms is that which appears to exist between

Ignorance in its tcUutitt aggregate and Ignorance in its

ihtlribuhre aggregate
;
and aa it has been ruled that these

have no difference—as there is none between a forest and

its tree*— it follows that there is no difference in meaning

between the term 'That* and the term ‘Thou’ in the

sentence * That art Thou.' " *
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IX.

Now the greW sentence shall be explained.

This sentence, 'That art Thou/ viewed under

three different relations, declares what is meant

by the Impartite (page 1).

The three relations are—

(a.) The community of reference (sAmAnAd-

hikaranya) of the tyo words [‘That’ and

•Thou

(b.) The position of predicate and subject (rife-

shanaviirshya bhAva) occupied by the things

referred to by the words,—and

(c.) The connection as indicated and indicator

(lakshyalaJcshanabhdva), between the pur-

port of the two words and individuated

self.'

As it has been said, “ Between the things

' Tbi» ta the reeding of the edition..~bat ojbt oat uf sine MSS. which

I here eoneulted read pntf »fitmal l ot j it The noly iw that nip.

ported the ndO( of Ihe edition. he. b—o Mcginelly and now

agree* with the net ‘
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which the words refer to, and individuated self

( pralyagdtman), there is community of reference,

the connection as predicate and subject, and as

indicated and indicator."

'

(a.) Community of reference.

As, in the sentence ‘That is this same Deva-

datta/ * the words 4 that ’ and 4

this,’ which respec-

tively distinguish the Dcvadatta of a former and

of the present time, are' connected by the fact that

they both refer to one and the same Dcvadatta;

—so, too, in the seutence 'That art Thou,’ the

words ‘That’ aud 4
Thou,’ which indicate Intelli-

gence characterised respectively by invisibility nnd

visibility, have the connection of reference to one

and the same Intelligence.

(b.) Connection as predicate and subject.

As, in that same sentence [‘That is this same

D.’J, the relation of predicate and subject exists

between the Devadatta of the former time, who
is referred to in the word 'That,' aud the Deva-

datta of the present time, referred to in the word
‘ this/—a relation constituted by the exclusion of

the difference [of time] which there is between

‘ K. 3 ; .W» .. 5.

• A*. 'That p.f-« -bcm I o. u. fora*. ownrioo i. thi. «n-
)yvid»!U h>m I no* b*t*oU.'- Ba-natp* . Uetmr, „ tk, Yedirta.
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them,—so, too, in this sentence [‘ That art Thou
']

is there the relation of predicate and subject be-

tween Intelligence distinguished by invisibility,

as indicated by the word ‘That,’ and Intelligence

distinguished by visibility, as indicated by the

word ‘ Thou.’—a relation constituted by the exclu-

sion of the difference which there is between them.

(c.) Connection as indicator and indicated.

As in that sentence [* Tifat is this D.'} by the

omission of the contradictory characteristics of

former and present time, the words ‘that’ and

* this,’ or the things they refer to, hold the relation

vf indicator and indicated wi^h respect to the non-

contradictory [or common] term * Devadatta
;

’

—

so, too, in this sentence [* That art Thou ’], by the

omission of the conflicting characteristics of in-

visibility and visibility, the words ‘That’ and

‘Thou,’ or the things represented by them, hold

tho relation of indicator and indicated with re-

spect to the non-conflicting [or common] term

‘ Intelligence.’

This is what is called [in Alankira] ‘ the indica-

tion of a portion
’ 1 (bhdgalaJuhnnA).

* a. AdkfUma [ r.
2J.
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NOTE ON SECTION IX.

BkAgalakakanA.

According to Hindu rhetoricians, the meaning of every

word or sentence comes under one of three heads, that

is, it is either literal (nfcAju), indicative (laiskya), or sug-

gestive (ryaayyo). Their three functions or powers are

termed Denotation (alkidkd), Indication (Inkdiand), and

Suggestion (ryanjand). V e are here eonoerned with the

middle one only, which is thus defined in the Kdvyapra-

kdia (ii. 9) :
- When the literal meaning is incompatible

[with the rust of the sentence), and, either from usage or

from some motive, another meaning it indicated, in con-

nection with the primary one, that imposed function is

called • Indication."

The sentence - A herd-station on the Ganges " is an

example of thia. Here the literal meaning of tho word
' Ganges ’ is vuvmpatiU* with the rest of the sentence,

it being impossible that the herdsmen could bo living on

the surface of the water; so it is clear that the river's

• bank * is indirated
,
and this meaning is tmpotrd upon the

word * Ganges' in accordance with usayc In using the

word 'Ganges’ rather than 'bank of the Ganges,' there is

also the motive of conveying the idem of coolness, purity.

&c., which might not be equally well suggested by the

use of the latter expression.

There are numerous varieties of ' Indication —according

to the author of the SdXdyadarpana, there are as many as

eighty—but the two principal oues. and those which alone

concern us, are

—
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(l.) Inciujive Indication (updddna-lal:shand'„ and

(2.) Indicative Indication (&isAana-hi***a?i4).

The former is described in the KdvyapraktUa (ii. io) as

that which introduce* something else in order to establish

itself, oud the latter as that which abandons itself in order

to introduce something else.

An example of ‘ Inclusive Indication' is “The white is

galloping," the literal sense of which is impossible, whilst

what is indicated is “ The white h*rte is galloping." Thus

the word ‘ horse ' is introduced without the abandonment

of the term ‘white/ This clan is therefore sometimes

called * ajakaUcdrlKA

'

or ‘ ajakaUakthand; Indication in

which there is the use of a woid mtWl tho abandonment

of iU sense.

An example of • Indicative Indication,’ or Indication

simply, is the sentence already given, - A herd-station on

the Ganges,” where the word • Ganges ' abandons iU own

meaning in order to introdoce that of the * bank/ This

clan is therefore sometimes called
*jafuUndrthd,’ or

'jafuilUfo/utwt; Indication in which there is the use of u

word with the abandonment of its meaning.

Now the Wulyoiakskand of the text is a combination

of these two varieties, and is therefore otherwise called

jaJtadajahaUmhihapd. This term is defined in the VaeJui-

ipaly* as - Indication abiding in one part of the expressed

meaning, whilst another part of it is abandoned. As,

for example, in the sentence ’That is this Devadatta/

whilst the meanings expressive of past and present

time are abandoned, another portion of the expressed

meaning remains and conveys the idea of the one

Devadatta. And again, in the sentence ‘ That art

thou, Svetaketu,’ whilst there is the abandonment of
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the conflicting idea* of omniscience and parviscienct*,

there is, as in the other example, the retention of

one portion which conveys the idea of Intelligence

only"*

Those two varieties of Indication must be thoroughly

understood in order to comprehend the purport of the

following section.

• VUa l-SoU »•
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X.

In the sentence 4 That art Thou/ the literal mean-
%

ing is not suitable as it is in such a sentence as

4 The loins is blue.' For, in the latter, the literal

sense suits because there is’ no valid reason for not

accepting the fact that the quality denoted by the

term ‘blue/ and the substance denoted by the

term 'lotus,'— inasmuch as they exclude such

other qualities and substances as 4 whiteness ’ and

‘doth/—are mutually connected as subject and

predicate, or are identical, each being qualified

by the other.
1

But, in the former sentence, the literal meaning

does not suit, because there is the evidence of our

senses against the acceptance of a connection as

subject and predicate, between Intelligence dis-

tinguished by invisibility as denoted by the term

4 That/ and Intelligence distinguished by visibility

as denoted by the term 4 Thou/—a connection con-

' Th. ‘ loiM ’ b.lo* tfc. Uud, Ual « c*a ' bl«.’ »1>4 U- ‘ blaa ' thing
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stituted by the exclusion of their mutual differences

(page 91);—and also against our regarding them

as identical, each being qualified by the other. 1

Nor, again, is it consistent to regard it as au

example of * Indication in which the primary aeusc

is abandoned
’
* (jahallakshand), as is the case in

the sentence ‘The herdsman lives on the Ganges.’

For, as the literal sense, which places the Gauges

and the herdsmau in the relatiou of location and

thing located, is altogether incongruous, whilst an

appropriate sense is obtained by abandoning the

literal meaning altogether aud regarding it as indi-

cating the * bonk ’ connected with it,—it is rightly

regarded os au example of • Indication in which

the primary sense is abandoned.’

But, in the other case, as the literal sense, which

expresses the identity of the Intelligences charac-

terised severally by invisibility and visibility, is

only partially incougruous,—and as it would be in-

appropriate to abandon the remaining part also
5 aud

OmUSiMW Wrt iatr^doceo ben <Wrf, .IL 7$—* &MMrp>

r4 ivrutfo r4. Sc.’ pne-bd. m maol. try tb. —*d. 7W «iM>. Throe

MSS. of tbo Ccoune.lcry tbo pw « b« -tether M U.t or ommciH
it b h*rd to -7.

• VUt Note on pneedo-
‘ Tho routing ct «Wt oU tbo MSS. m op. pora,«jp-
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consider something else to be indicated,—it is not

proper to regard it as. an instance of ‘ Indication in

which the primary sense is abandoned.'

And it must not be said, “ As the word ‘ Ganges’

abandons its own meaning and indicates the word

‘ bank,’ So let the word 1 That ’ or ‘ Thou ' abandon

its own meaning and indicate the word ‘Tliou’

or ' That,' and then jahallalshand would not be

incongruous.” For, iu the one case, as there is no

distinct notiou of the word ’bank,’ because it is

not heard, there is expectation of the conveyance

of that notion by Indication; but as the words

' That ’ and 'Thou' are heard, and thero is a dis-

tinct perception of their sense, there is no expec-

tation of the reconveyance of the perception of

the aeuse of each by the other, by means of

Indication.

Further, it cannot bo regarded as an instance of

' ajahcdlatehand; as is the case in the sentence

“The red is running." 1 For, as the literal

sense, which denotes the motion of the quality

‘ red,’ is incongruous, whilst it is possible to avoid

that incongruity by perceiving that a ‘horse,’

or other animal, is indicated as the seat of the

1 ri.« Xot* oa pTKvUics •rctioa.

C.
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redness, without the abandonment of the term

‘ red,'—it ia right to regard it as an instance of

‘ Indication in which the primary sense is not

abandoned ’ (ajahallakshand)

.

But, in the other case, as the literal sense,

namely, the identity of the Intelligences distin-

guished severally by invisibility anu visibility, is

incongruous, and it is no* possible to remove the

incongruity
,

1 even by- regarding something olse

connected therewith as indicated without the

abandonment of the contradictory terms, the sen-

tence does uot stand os an example of that kind of

Indication.

And it must not be said, " Let the word ' That
’

or * Thou ' abandon the incongruous portion of it*

meaning,* and, retaining the other portion
,

1
indi-

cate the meaning of the word ‘Thou’ or 'That
’
4

respectively
;

then there will be no need of ex-

plaining it in another way as ‘ bhdgalakshand ’

or the ‘ Indication of a portion.' " For it is impos-

sible for one word to indicate a portion of its own

1 Tbo reading of the MSS. - U better

than the MfnfWUp.n*M Of tb. •dlUon*

* Vi*., that of taiMM*

J

or -t-Ulitj, re-pertirely.

» VB, that of InteJIig-ne..

4 /«, latelligenc* characterfred by pai'i^ieoce. *e, or"by omnUcieBo.,

*C. rw|-eti».:y
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meaning and the meaning of another word
;
and,

further, there is no expectation of a further percep-

tion of the meaning by means of Indication, when

it has been already perceived by the use of a

separate word.

Therefore, as, on account of the incongruity of

a portion of "Ha literal meaning which denotes a

Devadatta of both past and present time, the sen-

tence ‘That is this Devadatta,' or its purport, by

abandoning the portion characterised by the con-

tradictory terms, post and present lime, indicates

merely tho non-contradictory portion, namely, De-

vudutta himself.—so, in like manner, on account

of the incongruity of a portion of its literal sense,

which denotes the identity of Intelligences charac-

terised by invisibility and visibility, the sentence

• That art Thou,' or its purport, abandons the portion

characterised by the conflicting terms invisibility

and visibility, aud indicates merely the non-conflict-

ing portion, namely, Im]<irtite Intelligence.
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NOTE ON SECTION X.

“This view of the nutter nuy be illustrated alge-

braically. Not being able to admit aa pn equation the

expression * Devadatta + peat time - DevadatU + present

time,' we reflect that the conception of timu is not essential

to the conception of D’s- nature ; and we strike it out of

both sides of the expression. which then gives ’ Deva-

datta - Devadatta.’ the equality being that of idontity.

In the tame way, not being able to admit aa an equation

the expression ‘Soul + invisibility - Soul + visibility,’ we

reflect that the visibility, 4c.. am but the modifications of

Ignoranoe, which, we were told, is no • reality.* Deleting

the unessential portion of each side of the expression, we

find ‘Soul -Soul,’ the equality being here also that of

identity.”*

It must be understood that this Section is closely con-

nected with the Ninth, and must be read with it. The two

are here disconnected in order to introduce the explanation

of a technicality.

* lUUaotjasi Ltflvtm <ke I*r£iVa.
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XI

The meaning of the sentence “ I am Brahma," [the

expression of] the experience [of the instructed

pupil] shall now be explained.

When, after thus making dear the meaning of

the words ' That * and ‘ Thou ’ by meaus of tho

erroneous attribution and it* subsequent with-

drawal, the teacher has communicated the mean-

ing of the Impartite by means of the sentence

['That art Thou
1

], then a modification of the

internal organ
(
chittavfiui

)
assuming tho form of

the Impartite, arises within the qualified person,

and ho says, “ I am Brahma, the unchanging, pure,

intelligent, free, undecaying, supreme joy, eternal,

secondless.”

That modification of the internal organ, being

accompanied by the reflection of Intelligence, and

being directed towards the previously unrecognised

Supreme Brahma, non-differeUt from individuated

Self, drives away the ignorance which invests It.
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Then, as, when the threads composing a piece of

cloth are burned, the cloth itself is consumed, so,

when Ignorance, the cause of all, is destroyed, every

effect ceases ; and therefore the modification of the

internal organ which has assumed the form of the

1 in partite, being one of those effects, also ceases.

As the light of a lamp, unable to illuminate the

sun’s light, is overpowered by it, so, too. the Intelli-

gence which is there feflected.' beiug incapable of

illumiunting the Supreme Brahma, nou-different

from individuated Self, is overpowered by it ; aud

its associate, the modification of the internal organ

[shaped] on the 1mpartite, having been destroyed,

it becomes [i.e., merges into] the Supreme Brahma,

uon-different from individuated Self; just as, on

the removal of a mirror, the face reflected in it

lapses into the face itself.

Such being tho case, the two Vedic sayings,

“It [Brahma] is to be perceived by tho mind

alone,” * and " That [Brahma] which with the mind

one thinks not.” * are not contradictory. For whilst

the need of the pervasion by the modification of

the internal organ is admitted, [for the coguition

1 The wed vriUam U net in u) of the MSS. or ia

edition.

* Br* 4-4- l9* * HmtfniM, L

BohUingk'.
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of the veiled Brahma, as of other uuknown objects,]

the need of its pervading the result [viz., the un-

veiled Brahma] is denied. As it has been said,
1

"The authors of the &Utras deny that [in Its case]

there is need of its pervading the result." " For

the removal of the ignorance [resting] on Brahmn,

its pervasion by the modification of the internal

organ is requisite ; but as Brahma is self-luminous,

the light [necessary for illuminating the jar, Ac.]

is of no use [in Its ca^e].”*

When the modification of the internal organ as-

sumes the shajie of an mam'mu/e object, t he «as©

is different. For example, [in the cognition] ' This

is a jar,' the modification of the internal organ

which assumes the shape of the jar, being directed

towards the unknown object, jar, first removes

the ignorance resting on it, and theu illuminates

it, being insentient,
1 with the light of its own

indwelling Intelligence. As it has been said.*

“The internal organ and the light of Intelligence

abiding in it, both pervade the jar

;

the ignorance

resting there disappears by means of the former,

1 /WWart. >ii. 8* * IUA.. >it 91.

* Her* too II- wl.lko* haw a ttcoj readm*. rix., >»*«»• ajn pAafan.

In the MSS. IlM *fH coon
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whilst the jar bursts forth by means of the latter."

Just as the light of a lamp directed towards a jar,

a piece of cloth, or other object standing iu the

dark, dispels the darkneai enveloping it, and by

its own brilliance brings it to view.



NOTE ON SECTION XI

From this passage we learn thst when the meaning of

the great sentence ‘That art Thou ’ has been explained tn

the pupil and understood by him. he perceives the Ini-

partite and realises his oneness with It.

According to the Vedinta, perception of an object, such

a* a jar, takes place in the following way. When the eye

is fixed upon the jar. the internal organ, with the Intelli-

gence appropriated to or reflected in it, goes out towards

it, and by ite light dispels the darkness of Ignorance

enveloping it, illuminates it. amtmn \U $hapr, and so

cognises it. Tbs stock illustration of this is that of water

•flowing from a well or tank by means of a narrow open

channel, emptying itself into the square boils with raisod

edges, into which a field is sometimes divided for the

purpose of irrigation, and assuming the shapo of those

bods. The illuminated internal organ is the water, and

the operation is called an evolution or ‘ modification ’ of

that organ. As pointed out in the text, however, the per-

ception of Brahma differs from that of an ordinary object,

in that It, being self-luminous, is not revealed by the light

of the Intelligence reflected in the internal organ, but

shines forth as soon as the latter has dispelled the Igno-

rance enveloping It.

The word which I have here rendered * internal organ
’

is more properly ‘thinking/ which is a component part of

that organ. (See page 74.)
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XIL

As, up to the time of this immediate cognition of

Intelligence, which is his own essence, it is neces-

sary to practice (a.) hearing (travana), (b.) con-

sideration (manana), (c.) profound contemplation

(nididhydsana), and (d.) meditation (samddhi ),

these are now set forth.

(a.) ‘Hearing' is the ascertaining of tho drift

of all the VcdAntic writings regarding the second-

less Reality, by the use of tho sixfold means of

knowledge (lingo). These means are (i) tho

beginning and the ending, (a) repetition, (3)

novelty, (4) the result, (5) persuasion, and (6)

illustration from analogy. As it has been said, 1

“Tho beginning and the ending, repetition,

novelty, the result, persuasion, and illustration

from analogy, are the means for the determina-

tion of the purport."

1. ‘Tho beginning and the ending’ (upakra

-

* I cum.4 Inc* Dm qwtmtiai to iU mn*.
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mojxisamhdrau) are the mention 1

at the begin-

ning ami end of a chapter of the subject to bo

expounded in it ; as in the 6th chapter of the

Chhdndogya-Upanishad, at the beginning of

which, the secondly Reality which is to be set

forth In it^ is declared in the words “ One only

without a second," and, at the end, in the words

“ All this is of the essence of That.*'

2. ' Repetition ’ (abhydsa) is the repeated de-

claration in a chapter of tho subject which is to

bo set forth in it
;

as, for example, in that same

chapter, the secondlesa Reality is set forth nine

times in the words “ That art Thou."

3. ‘Novelty’ (a/riJrratd) is the fact that the

subject to be treated of in a chapter is not an

object of perception by any other means
;

as, for

example, in that same chapter, the secondleas

Reality [there set forth] is not an object of per-

ception by any other means.

4. * The result
'
(phala) is tho motive, set forth

in various places, for acquiring the knowledge of

Self who is to be treated of in a chapter, or for

carrying that knowledge into practice ; as, for

example, in that same chapter (vL 14, 2), where

ia It* MSS , Ut >pU~° in Ibe edition*.
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it says, “ The man who has a teacher knows [the

truth], but he is delayed [from absorption] until

ho is set free [by death]
;
then he attains to it,"

—the acquisition of the secondleas Reality is set

forth as the motive for acquiring a knowledge

of It.

5. ‘Persuasion” (artfiavdtia) is the praising, in

various places, the subject to be treated of in u

chapter; just os, in that same chapter (vi. 1, 3),

the secondless Reality is praised in these words,—

"Didst thou ask for that instruction by which

the unheard of becomes heard tho unthought,

thought,— the unknown, known?"

6. ‘Illustration from analogy* (upapatti) is an

argument stated in various places in support of

the subject to be treatod of in a chapter
; as, for

example, in that same chapter (vi. 1, 4), in demon-

strating the secondless Reality, an argument is set

forth as follows, to show that the variety of forms

[in the universe] rests upon a foundation of words

and nothing else,—“O, gentle one! as, by means

« -PmoMioa * i- O- -UiB- forth ot th. «d. i,.. <4 th. Ibolir*
s th»t

™W “7. »*• » >»**•*« to«n«l th. objrrt of »n injaaciit*.

For • pntn.iT* .pc«h, by», tf bwUti««, 4c. <*a«d. th* object
of .. inj-iactico -th imwUw quickly «^eiBe [>. U* prr.>mnoc*
d th. Crt*monT •/ Ik, Mta. ii.

63(b).
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of one lump of earth, everything earthen is known

to be a thing resting upon wools alone, a change of

form, a name, and nothiug in reality but earth," [so

is it with the phenomenal world which is nought

but Brahma].

(b.) ‘ Consideration ’ is unceasing rctlection on

the secondless Reality which has been heard of,

in conjunction with arguments in conformity with

the teaching of tho Ved&uta.

(c.) ‘ Profound contemplation ’ is the flow of

ideas consistent with the secondless Reality, to tho

exclusion of the notion of body and suchlike things

which arc inconsistent [with It].

(d.) ‘ Meditation ' is of two kinds, viz. :

—

1. With recognition of subject and object (mv
kaljxiko). and

2. Without such recognition (nirvUxdpalxi).

(1.)
‘ Meditation with the recognition of subject

und object’ is the resting of the modification of

the internal organ ou the secondless Reality whose

shape it has assumed, xrxthout any concern as to

the merging of the distinction between the knower

and the knowledge, Ac. Then, just as there is the

perception of earth [and of that alone^ even though

there he the consciousness of an earthen toy-ele-
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pbant, «ic., so too is there the perception of the

sccondless Reality [alonej, even though there be the

consciousness of duality. As it has been said :
1—

“J, ever free, am that secondly one whose essence

is knowledge, like the ether [*.«., pure and form-

less], supreme, once seen [that is, never changing,

as the moon, Ac, doea^ unborn, alone, everlast-

ing. ondefiled [by contact with Ignorance, Ac.],

all-pervading.”

(2.) * Meditation without the recognition of sub-

ject and object ' is the resting of the modification of

the understanding on the secondlesa Reality whoso

shape it has assumed, with concent as to the merging

of the distinction of knower and knowledge, Ac.,

so an to be completely identified with It Then,

just as, owing to the disappearance of salt after it

lias [melted and so] assumed the shape of the water

[into which it was thrown], nothing appears but

the water,* so, by the disappearance of the modi-

fication of the internal organ after it has assumed

the shape of the secondlesa Reality, nothing appears

but the latter.

' CpmMmUnrf «*«• 7> TT* «wd Mitmhaik. which, in Ike t*|.

tioa*. precedes tbe qwoUilcw. baa no a-co^ript .nthority. Tk. MSS.
»Uo omit the fint half at «.r» 7*. whkb la radad*] la the .dltinm.

* Compare Cl W. ri l>
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It must not be supposed that this state and

sound sleep are identical
;

for, though in both alike

the modification of the internal organ ia not per-

ceived, there is nevertheless this one distinction

between them, that it is present in the former

[though uupoiccived^ but uot in the latter .
1
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NOTES OX SECTION XIL

1. ‘ Profound conltmplalum it,' Ac. (page 109).

The text of the CalcutU edition of 1875, and of all tho

MSS. I hare oonsulted, euod# Urns :—V%jdHtpdthdd<-

praJyayar^i/ddcUtyarejtutnjdMyapratya^pnvdAo nidi-

ilhydsanam. That used by Dr. Italianlyno, and adopted

too in the St Petersburg edition of 1877, reads as follows

:

— VijdliyadtkddipratyafarahtiddviHfavattuni taddkdrd-

LArxtdyd bu.UKth tajdHyiyravdMo nidMytUanam. It is

thus translated by Dr. Ballantyne :
- Contemplation ' is

the homogeneous flow of the undemanding mirroring iU

object, wheu this object is the Heal Ac^ to the exclusion

of the notion of body or any other thing heterogeueoua [to

tho one Reality mirrored in the understanding)."

2. ‘ I, ever fru, am Uu mondlta par’ Ac.

This passage is a quotation from gafikarich&rya's Upa-

•UiataJuuri [• TKt PandW (Old Series), vol. iv. p. 71), but

it is also found in the closing portion of the Xtuktikvpan-

isiutd. The opening verse* of this Upanishad, which is

said to beloug to the White Yajur Veda(f), introduce

us to a scene ' in the cliarming city of AyodhyA/ where

lUma, attended by SttA, his brothers, and various sages,

is addressed by M&ruti, as the Supreme Self, the embodi-

ment of existence, intelligence, and joy, and is asked to

make known to him the way of escape from the fetters

of transmigration. The sectarianism and style of this

UpanUhad stamp it as modern;* and it doubtless copied

* S«i Weber't Hhtarj «/ /aAn LiUrrlurr, jv. l6j.
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from the Upadtiatakatrt, not only the passage quoted

in our text, but other verses in immediate connection

with it

The author of the Vedintas&ra does not cite the passage

as a quotation from the Veda, as he invariably does when

quoting from an Cpanishad, but ushers it in with the

words •lad uldam’ only.

3. For vacuus explanations of the technical terms

tankalpaka and nirrikalpain .
1 see Bsllautyne’a Tarka-

aantjraha (2d edition), para. 46; Translation of Sdktlya

Darpana. p. 52 (note); an4 Cowell’s Translation of

k’taumdiyali, p. 20 (note).

•4. Samddhi.

Aa to this, see the Notea on the next Section.

• with IU. Iwo kka*U «l awdrioLo oo*I«n U>t ' .ml

' aainpr^iwlfci
' <4 lb. Yo*m fitmt, L 17. iSV- n.

forniar U *~liUU.a wttk u. ohjKC sad Ik. UlUr a-OiUlk*. wilb-

ou« »• obJ.«C
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XIII

TnE means ancillury [to nirvikaljxiia samddhi)

art—

1. Forbearance (yania).

2. Minor religious observances (niyama).

3. Religious postures
(dtaua ).

4. Regulation of the brvatli (prdnAydma).

5. Restraint of the organ* of senso (prut-

ydhdrd).

6. Fixed attention (Mdrand).

7. ContempLition (dhydna).

8. Meditation (tamAdhi).

*• Acts of ' forbearance ' are, sparing life, truth-

fulness not stealing, chastity, and non-acceptanoe

of gifts (apariyraha).

3. ‘Minor religious observances’ are, purification,

contentment, eudumnee of hardships, inaudible re-

petition of sacred texts (gvAdhyA>ja), and concen-

tration of the thoughts on Isvara.
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3- The ‘religious postures’ are distinguished by

particular positions of the hands and feet, such os

Padmdmna, Stxutikdsana, and others.

4. 'Regulation of the breath’ consist* of the

methods of restr.iining it known as rechaJca, pdraka,

and btmbhaka .

5. ' Restraint of the organs of sense ’
is the

holding them bock from their respective object*.

6. ‘Fixed attention’ is the fixing of the internal

organ upon the secondleas R alitr.

7. ‘Contemplation’ is the flowing forth of the

internal organ upon the secondless Reality, at

intervals.

8. ' Meditation ' is that already described os

accompanied by the recognition of subject and

object (tavxkalpaka).

To the meditation without recognition of subject

and object, to which the above are subservient,

there are four obstacles, vix.

—

1. Mental inactivity (laya).

2. Distraction (vikshepa).

3. Passion (kashdya), and

4. The tasting of enjoyment (rasdstdda).

1. * Mental inactivity’ is the drowsiness of the
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modification of the internal organ owing to its not

resting on the impartite Reality.

2.
1 Distraction ’

is the resting of the modification

of the internal organ on something else, on account

of iu not abiding on the impartite Reality.

3. * Passion ’ is the not resting on the impartite

Reality, by reason of the impeding of die modifica-

tion of the internal orgau by lust or other desire, even

though there be no mental inactivity or distraction.

4. The ‘tasting of enjoyment’ is the expcrienco

of pleasure by the modification of the internal

organ, in tho recognition of subject and object,

owing to its not resting on the impartite Reality;

or it is tho experiencing of such pleasure when

about to commence meditation without tho recog-

nition of subject and object.

When the internal organ, free from these four

hindrances, and motionless as a lamp sheltered

from the wind, exists as the impartite Intelligence

only, then is realised that which is callod medita-

tion without recognition of subject and object.

It has been said,' “When the internal organ

has fallen into a state of inactivity, one should

arouse it,— when it is distracted, one should

1 > a. 44. 45.
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render it quiescent [by turning away from objects

of sense, Ac.].—when it is nffected by passion,

one should realise the fact,—when quiescent, one

should not disturb it. One should experience no

pleasure [during discriminative meditation], but be-

come ft-ee from attachment by means of discrimi-

native intelligence." And again
1—“ As [the flame

of] a lamp standing in a sheltered sj«ot flickers

not, this is regarded as an “illustration [of a mind-

restrained Yogi who is practising concentration of

self].’’

• ri. |9
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NOTES ON SECTION XIII.

The eight means of promoting airvikalpaka samddhi.

which are enumerated in the text, are taken from the

Yoga Aphorisms, ii. 29; aud the definition** of the eight

tin* from the same source, namely, ii 30-53. and iii. 1-3.

Tho first two, yama and niyama, are alio described iu

Manu iv. 204 (Sch.).

2. ' Rtligious

There are numerous posture* prescribed tor the Yogi,

and some of them are indispensable for the attainment of

Som&dhi Ten are enumerated in tho last chapter of the

SartaJarianasaAyraha. hut they do not exhaust tho list.

Thu meal important are add to be the Siddhd+sna and

I'ulmdsam. The latter is thus describod H
I’laoe tho

left foot upon the right thigh, and the right foot upon the

luft thigh; bold with the right band the right great too,

and with the left hand the left great toe (the hands com-

ing from behind tho back ami crossing cadi other)
;
rest

the chin on the interclavicular space, and fix tho sight on

the tip of the noset"

In these postures the Yogi sits, and pronounces inaudible

tho mystic syllable Om, ” in order to tranquillise circulation

aud retard the respiratory movements."

3. Prdifdydma.

“When a Yogi, by practice, is enabled to maintain

himself in one of the above-mentioned postures for the

period of three hours, and to live upon a quantity of food

proportional to the reduced condition of circulation and
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respiration, without inconvenience, he proceeds to the

practice of /Vandydmo. This is the fourth stage or

division of Yogs. It is the suspension of the respiratory

movements, which the Yogis daily practise with a view to

purging themselves from minor sins." The term kumbkalca

means the interval between an inspiration (pi nka) and
an expiration (ncUIn). Tim first act, says IWessor
Wilson,1 is Expiration, which is performed through the

right nostril, whilst the left is closed with the fingers of

the right hand. The thumb is then placed upon the right

nostril and the fingers raised from tho left, through which
breath is inhaled. In the third act both nostrils are closed

and breathing suspended. Thera are said to be eight

varieties of Kvmbkaia—but to practise them successfully

the two preliminary processes of A'Are*ert murfut and
MrUabandha are absolutely necessary. The former is de-

scribed as “the act of lengthening the tongue by incising

the/romim ling** and by constant exercise." This pro-

cess is gone through botanic -a large and long tongue is

indispensably necessary to human hybernation ” J’rdrtd-

S/dma is stated to be of three kinds, namely, Adhama,
Madhyama, and UUama. The first " excites the secretion

of sweat," the second is attended by convulsive move-

ments of the features," and the third raises the Yogi

above the surface of the ground, whilst seated in the pos-

ture termed Padmdsana.

4- SamddhL
" This is the eighth and last division of Yoga. It is a

state of perfect human hybernation, in which a Yogi is

insensible to heat and cold, to pleasure and to pain. . . .

It is the total suspension of the functions of respiration

* P,r*x*. 5. *31.
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and circulation, but not the extinction of those functions."

M Practise the Kevala Kumbhaka . . . repeat the mystic

syllable Om 20.736,000 times in silence, and meditate

Upon it; suspend the respiratory movements for the period

of 12 days, and you will be in a state of Sam&ahi I"

The above extracts are from a very interesting pamphlet

on the practice of Yoga, by Sub-Assistant Sui^eoo Paul,

uud published in Benares by Measre. Laxahu k Co. in

1882. It describes some remarkable and well-authenti-

cated instance' of hybernation practised by Yogis, and

gives full details of all the •preliminary processes. Much
valuable information on the subject of Yoga ia contained

ulso in the last cliapter of the StnaJariamuaihgraka,

already quoted, which was translated by Professor Cowell,

and atill more in the last chapter of the &draddtxlaJca, of

which, however, there is no translation.
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XIV.

The characteristics of the ‘ liberated but still living’

(
jtvanmuita) are now to be described.

Tho 'liberated but still’ living' is he who by

knowing the impartite Brahma, which is his own

essence, [a result brought about] by tk6 removal

of tho Ignorance enveloping It, perceives It clearly

as the Impartite and bis own essence; and, in

consequence of the removal of Ignorance ami its

effects, such as accumulated works, doubt, and

error, remains iutent on Brahma,1 freed from all

fetters. As it is said in the &ruti.* "When that

which is supreme and not supreme (pardvara) is

seen, the fetter of the heart is burst, all doubts are

removed, and works 1
fade away.”

On arising from meditation, though he sees

• Dr. Hill r*Dd*f* 'fcwWniatfioV by *nbU~ m BnbmM.' but lbe

comm.ntUo- npUo* H by 1 —U»1 Mdfiinrti

• Jfun*0»*ww-*«J. Ill
• TW <4 U- petrol «r 4 » lcra« birth which h»». no* br*un lo

bc.r frei*; but »* tl*-« which bcoosht nbout th* p'c—1 .xUWiict-
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that, by his body, which is the receptacle of flesh,

blood, urine, filth, Ac.,—by his organs, which arc

the seat of blindness, slowness, unskilfulness, Ac.,

—

aud by his internal organ, which is the seat of

hunger, thirst, sorrow, infatuation, Ac.,—works are

l>eing done according to the previous b$»>t of each
;

und that he is experiencing the fruit of those

which have already commenced to take effect, and

which are not interfered With by his knowledge,

—

ho regards them riot as real because they have

Wen cancelled. Just as ono watching what he

knows to be a conjuring performance does not

regard it as a reality. It is said, too, in the

taruti,
1 " Though he has eyes, he is as though he

had them not ; though he has ears, he is as though

he had none." And again it has been said,* " Ho

who, when awake, and even looking upon duality,

yet, like one in sound sleep, secs it not as such,

because there is [to him] no duality,—who, though

acting, is free from [the results of] actions, he, and

he alone is, without doubt, the knower of Self."

Just as he continues the practices of eating, walk-

ing about, Ac., which existed before the attainment

of true knowledge, so too he follow's good desires
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alone, or is indifferent to both good and bad alike.

It has been said, 1 “ If be who knows the second-

less Reality may act as he likes, what difference

is there between the knowers of truth and dogs

in respect of eating impure food?” Except tho

fact of knowing Brahma, there is no difference ;

the one knows the Self, and the other [the dog]

docs not.

In that state, humility hnd the rest, which are

means of acquiring right apprehension, and good

qualities, such as tho absence of enmity and the

like, cling to him merely as ornaments. It has

been said,1 " Qualities such as the absence of

enmity and the like, exist without au effort in

one who ha- attained to the knowledge of Self,

but are not of tho nature of means [to that end].”

To conclude :—Experiencing, for the sustentation

of his body only, the fruits of works which have

begun to take effect, which are characterised by

pleasure or pain, and are brought about by his

own desire, or without any desire on his part, or

at the desire of another,—and illuminating tho

reflections on his internal organ,—when the fruits

of his works are exhausted, and his vital airs

> SaUiUr•r.-iilu. i». ft • huL. i«. 6>
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merge in the supreme Brahma which is all-per-

vading happiness, then, owing to the destruction

of Ignorance and also of the germs of its effects,

he abides the Impartite Brahma which is absolute

isolation, whose sole essence is joy, and which is

free from all appearance of change. Ap,.lhd Sruti

nays, 1 "His vital airs asceud not" [ie., do not

transmigrate], “but are dissolved within him;"*

and '—" Ho already fret? [though in the body], is

freed [from future embodiments]."

• flr-i-va-.fU 4.4-a
9 ThU * inUnd*4 for y *. II, -h.ch “o<rom

lbo V^uOi. ho* • otro.i.

. which I h... otarrroi oUa—Ct Jtmopv'dn*.

r. I49-IS5* “•
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NOTES ON SECTION XIV.

i. 'JkmmmUa:
The position of the ' liberated but still living ' man

closely resembles that of the Buddhist A that or Rabat.

At death, tne latter enters Nirrdna, that is. OMMS to

exist,*—whilst the former, absorbed in Brahma, enters

upon an unconscious and stone-like existence.

a. * Accumulate mrk$.'

According to the Systems, works are of three kinds, via,

accumulated (taneAUa). fructeseent (prdraMka), and cur-

rent (kripamd**). The first are too works of former births

which have not yet borne fruit; the second aro those

which have brought about the present life, and so have

begun to bear fruit
;
and the third are thoee which aw

being performed during the preaenl life, and which will

bear fruit in a future one. According to tho Vwdinta, the

true knowledge of Brahma and of one’s own identity with

It burns up the accumulated works and cancels the effects

of the current ones. The fruits of the fructosoent ones

must bo exhausted during the present li/o. and then at

death emancipation is realised. These last cannot bo de-

stroyed by the knowledge of Brahma; but, according to

the Yoga, the meditation which is styled in that system

aaampraju&ta , ' meditation without an object/* can destroy

them, and so is considered by Yogins to be superior to

knowledge.*

i 3p*nc* Hardy Jfraaai c/ Bwddium. p. «o. and £<utcrn Jftmaeiun,

p. S9a
* JpitrU«*, i. l& *

J-p. JCi 31 (noOV
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Ic will interest the Marithi student to notice that the

common word prdrabdkm, 'fate,' ‘destiny,’ ia just thia

technical term explained above—works which have begun

to take effect, and the fruit of which it is impossible to

evade.

3. * Suprtnw and not inprtnv'

' Supreme ’ as cause. ‘ not supreme * as effect, rave the

scholiast It might also be rendered 4 The R:st and the

Last,’ that is, the all-inclusive entity. The fetter of the

heart consists of desires resulting from Ignorance.

4. * If ho %eko lenom /Ad qtondltu Hfilily,' Ac.

This passage, in the editions, consists of a verse and a

half, and reads as follows;—

n«J>IMJmiit*mtaltmifa jofilrelrd'UnreoM y«*</,'
|

Snndm Hlfa.iru.lm tkamI *» IU 'intAMaUha*, i|

HraXmanUnm filkd mmktld m d’m *>o rid cArtara ui
|

As it thus sumls the passage looks like a quotation

from one author, hut such is not the case. In seven out

of ton manuscripts which I have consulted in the India

Office Library, the word Ui is inserted at the end of the

second line also, and those two are. indeed, all that are

found in Sureirara's work. The same couplet is intro-

duced into the fourth chapter of the PvaeJutdaii in sup-

port of mi appeal to the enlightened man to avoid evil

lest he lose the benefits of his knowledge
; and its aim is

to show that if one who knows the truth throws off all

restraint and acts as he likes, he is no better than a dog.

That Sunsvarn. too, disapproved of yatheshtdeharam is

evident from the context of the passage in question,

which I here subjoin :

—
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“Alhdl'pakapaitUaui.dt&rtham aha
j
BuddhaJHiilatalattHU-

ya yal/.eihfdeharayam yaJi
|
t**4m lattvjdrudm 'Kura to bhtd»

’hithithakxhayt | 62 f A’oob na bharati yaimdl
|

Adharmij

jdyaU jndmam prthnhtOrhmrmyam tauU,
\
dharmakAryt katLam

lot lydJ yalra dKarmop, iiiAriU | 63 | . . . TukfKUu i&vat

nrxaprarrUlMJayha•.ora* jmOnam, mumuliKiavaUkdydm op,

na Mltwi ytha+fddharmyam
|
Taddha

|
• Yo hi yalra

viraifah’iyd- *d„u, lama, pra.art-att
\

lakatraydl Wrektalr&n
MONifaM IcwulVuU*

'

| 65 |

*

The other half-couplet, however. of our tent, *eem* to

reverse this teaching, and to inculcate the doctiiuo that

the kaower of Brahma may act a* ho like* with impunity.

In translating it I hare gone on the lino* of previous

1 ran*lator*, but am very doubtful a* to it* real meaning,

NrUiihluuanuvatf introduce* it with the remark

—

Jtum-
muktiuya BrahmqjndhiMbkim&iu. mUtUyatrdpi nmmatUn
Aha- Itrah marUlram ityOAi

;

and *o appear* to aay that

Sadinanda assents to the view, elsewhere propounded,

that iho ‘ liberated but still living' man. haring got what

he want*, ceases to hare any oonoeni for the knowledge of

Brahma, and may behave as he likea. That the tammali is

Sadinanda'*, and not that of some other sage, seems pro-

bable from the absence of some *uch qualifying word a*

xpiddha prefixed to it, as is usual in *uch case*
; but, ou

the other hand, if it is the author’* own view, why is it

expressed in verse f The MSS differ considerably in their

reading of this line. Six hive yalhd instead of talhd ;

and four read mmktcd, three muktah, and two mukld.

One omita the line altogether, and the commentator

Karaatlrtha makes no allusion to it.

In spite, however, of Sureiv&ra’s denunciation of yathtth-

Idcharana, there can be no doubt that it is upheld in
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many Vedintic writing!, and that Dr. Baneije* had good

ground for saying that “Vedintic author* have boldly

asserted that they are subject to no law, no rule, and that

there is no such thing as virtue or vie*, injunction or

prohibition.” 1 A few instance* of such teaching will

suffice :

—

" By no deed soever is hit future bliss harmed not by

theft, not by a Brahman's murder, nor by a mother's

murder, nor by a father's murder; nor, if he wishes to

commit sin, departs the bloom from his face."

— KautKUaH Vpanuiuid, iii. I (Cowell).

“ The thought afflict* him not, ‘ What good havo I left

undone, what evil done ?’

— TaiUiriya- Upanukad, iL 9 (Gough).

" Then a thief is not a thief, a murderer not a murderer

... he is not followed by good, not followed by evil."

-Briiud&ranyaka, 4. 5 3* (Max Muller).

“ lie is not defiled by an evil deed."

—BrOuuUmnyaka 4. 4. 23.

" As water adheres not to a lotus leaf, so no sinful deed

uilheres to one who knows thus."

-OJidnd<^ya-UpaniAad, 4. 14. 3.

" Ho who considers himself a doer of good or evil, his

intelligence is at fault and grasps not the truth—so I

think." —JIaAdbhdrata, 12. 222. 17.

“ As a water-bird is not defiled by moving in the water,

so a liberated Yogi is not polluted by merit or by demerit."

—Ibid., 12. 249. 1 7.

« &**!»?**• « nimdu PlAmf** P 58'
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“Evil adheres uot to an enlightened man, any more

than water clings to a leaf
;
bat much tin sticks to the

unenlightened man, jnst at lac to wood."

—ifaJuttJidrtda. 12. 299. 7.

The commentator NpsiihhaMrasvall remarks that, in

view of such Vedic passages at those above quoted, some

one may «hject that it it enoneoot to state that the

enlightened may not act as they pleate, and hit only

reply is, that although there undoubtedly are such pas-

sages in the Sruti and Smyiti. yet they are merely designed

to extol the position of the enlightened man and not

to impel him to act in the manner there described

!

But the line of argument adopted by this commentator,

and also by other apologists, is unsafe, and docs not get

rid of the fact that some of the Upanishads, tho ohiof

source of the VedAnta doctrine, do. uxtMout any

calioa, declare that sin and virtue are alike to one who

knows Brahma; and the system is therefore rightly

charged with immorality. But, independently of such

teaching as this, what moral results could possibly bo

expected from a system so devoid of motives for a life

of true purity f The Supreme Being, Brahma, is a cold

Impersonality, out of relation with the world, unconscious

of Its own existence aud of ours, and devoid of all attri-

butes and qualities. The so-called personal God, the first

manifestation of the Impersonal, turns out on examina-

tion to be a myth
;
there is no God apart from oureelves,

no Creator, no Holy Being, no Father, no Judge—no one,

in a word, to adore, to love, or to fear. And as for our-

selves, we are only unreal actors on the semblance of

a stage!
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The goal, already referred to, is worthy of such a creed,

being no less than the complete extinction of all spiritual,

mental, and bodily powers by absorption into the Im-

personal.

“ Annihilation, then, as regards individuals, is as much

the ultimate destiny of the seal as it is of the body, and

'Not to bt' is the melancholy result of the religion and

philosophy of the Hindus." 1

5.
' lit alrtady frte, ufnttL'

"Though illusion has not really real existence, yet it

possesses apparent existent*, and so it is capable of taking

the soul captive. And again, the Vrelintins say. that us

illusion is only apparent, so the souls being fettered is

practical; that i«. as illusion is false, so the soul’s being

fettered is likewise fslse. Neither was the soul ever

actually fettered, nor is it now fettered, nor has it to

bo stnaucipitod."*

This matter is also explained in the last chapter of the

Vt'l&nla.paribhdtM 'The joy which admits of no in-

crease. is Brahma; as the Veda {Tail. Up., 3 6) says, 'He

knew Brahma to be joy.’ And the acquisition of Brahms,

whose essence is joy, is moktka. and it is also the cessa-

tion of sorrow
;
as the Veda says, ‘Tlie knower of Brahuiu

becomes Brahma,’ and a=ain, * The knower of Self passes

beyond sorrow* [Muvfaht. 3. 2. 9; CKh&ndcqya, 7. 1. 3).

The acquisition of another world, or the sensuous joy

derivable therefrom, is not nobta ; for as it is the result

of works, and therefore non-eternal, the subject of such

liberation is liable to future births. If von say that, ns,

even according to onr view, tlie acquisition of bliss and

' WlM€>-. M Or ./U< AWft li. 1 14.
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the cessation of misery have a beginning, they are there-

fore chargeable with the same defect [it, of being non-

eternal and therefore transitory], and, that if they have

not a beginning, theu the enjoining of ‘hearing’ &c.. with

a view to mokiAa, is absurd. 1 reply. Not so; for, although

molxha, consisting of Brahma, is already in possession,

still, because of the erroneous idea that it is not possessed,

it is prop* to make use of means for attaining it. The

cessation of misery, too, in the foiu of Brahma, which

is the substrate of all, is already an accompli.'.ied fact.

Even in mundane affaire, however, we see the need of

obtaining things already obtained, ,.nd of removing things

already removed. For eaunple, when a piece of gold

is in one’s hand, bat has been forgotten [and is being

searched for], and some person says, 'Why, the gold is

in jour hand,’ one regains it as if it had not already

been in possession. So, too, in the case of ono who is

under the delation that the garland encircling his ankle

is a snake ; "hen a reliable penon tells him that it is not

a snake, the snake is removed although it was already

removed [U., bad never existed]. In like manner, the

acquisition of a joy already possessed, and the cessation

of misery already removed, in other words, liberation. is an

object [to be sought after]."
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